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FOREWORD
This document is submitted in accordance with the requirements of Contract NASW-3686, Schedule
Article II, and Contractor Task 5.2 of Attachment A Statement of Work. This document is the briefing
material for the mid-term review.
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9Mid-Term Review
Space Station Deeds, Attributes
And
Architectural Options
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Executive Summary
Space Station Needs, Attributes
And
Architectural Options
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Executive Sum ary
AGENDA
0 PROJECT ORGANIZATION
® SUBCONTRACTOR SUPPORT
0 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
0 STUDY FLOW
0 USER MISSION DATA DEVELOPMENT
i REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
0 MISSION IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS
0 COST/SCHEDULE/BENEFITS ANALYSIS
9 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
A FOREIGN USER DATA
® DOD TASKS
0 STUDY SUMMARY
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B. Marcy
M. Merriken
V. —....	 .. ....... o	 n. urnst
P. Lockhart	 R. Skidmore	 T. Tanksiey
K. Bradford A. Wildgen G. Noonan G. McAllister	 V. Thomas
J. Fraidell G. Stone J. Trottner Michaud:
L. Menton
J. Mill
A. Fier
5. Gaudy
A. Vandenburgh
A. Wudell J. deGeneris, W. Gilmore
Michaud: C. Swing M. Dillon, P. Mitchell Cm
U.vvunyGr
B. Wilde
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Science Missions Panel
0 PANEL MAKE -UP
- INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN SCIENTIST AND AEROSPACE LEADERS.
® TASKS
- 
USER REQUIREMENTS UNDERSTANDING AND DEVELOPMENT.
USER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTION.
^i
- 
VALIDATION OF TIME-PHASED SCIENCE OBJECTIVES.
r
a.
^- INSTRUMENTATION AND OPERATIONS.
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Executive Management Council
0 PURPOSE
- ASSURE INFUSION OF CORPORATE IDEAS AND KNOWLEDGE:
GAIN ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AND INTEREST OF TOP CORPORATE
DECISION MAKERS IN THE SPACE STATION PROGRAM.
- GAIN BROAD PERSPECTIVE THROUGH MANAGEMENTS CONTACTS WITH
LEADERS FROM INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT.
BRING TO BEAR EXPERTISE IN BROAD FISCAL PLANNING
i SPECIFIC TASKS
- STRATEGIES TO DEVELOP USER CONSISTENCY.
- DOD IMPLICATION AND REQUIREMENTS.
- INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT IN SPACE STATION.
REVIEW STUDY RESULTS.
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Sr)ace Station Subcontractors
BALL AEROSPACE
0 USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
- SOLAR	 - COMMERCIAL
- EARTH RESOURCES
	
- APPLICATIONS
UNIVERSITY SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (USRA)
0 USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION
- ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES - ASTRONOMY
- SPACE PHYSICS	 - LIFE SCIENCES
- REMOTE SENSING	 - MATERIALS PROCESSING
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Alaska, University of Houston, University of
Arizona State University Illinois, University of (Urbana)
Arizona, University of Indiana University
Boston College Johns Hopkins University
Brown University Kansas, University of
California, University of (Berkeley) Lehigh University
California, University of (Los Angeles) Louisiana State University
California, University of (San Diego) ( Baton Rouge)
Case Western Reserve University Maryland, University of (College Park)
Chicago, University of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cornell University Michigan, University of (Ann Arbor)
Denver, University of Minnesota, University of (Minneapolis)
Georgetown University New Hampshire, University of
Georgia Institute of Technology New York, State University of
Harvard University (Buffalo)
f
f:
New York, State University
of (Stony Brook)
New York University
Northwestern University
Ohio State University
Old Dominion University
Pennsylvania State
University
Pittsburgh, University of
Princeton University
Purdue University
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute
Rice University
Rockefeller University
Stanford University
Texas A & M University
Texas, University of (Austin)
Texas, University of (Dallas)
Toronto, University of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
Virginia, University of
Washington, University of
Washington University(St. Louis)
William and Mary, College of
Wisconsin, University of(Madison)
Yale University	 A-9
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Space Station Subcontractors (Cont"d)
INFOTEC DEVELOPMENT INC (IDI)
® DEFINITION OF DOD INFRASTRUCTUE COMMUNICATION INTERFACES
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- PROJECTED AFSCN 70 AND BEYOND YEAR 2000
- WAYS TO USE SPACE STATION WITHIN THE AFSCN
- SPACE STATION INTERFACES OR ENHANCEMENTS OF
SPECIFIC DOD SPACE PROGRAMS
HAMILTON STANDARD
® SPACE STATION ARCHITECURE, COST, AND SCHEDULES
- ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
- LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
- HABITABILITY
- EVA SYSTEMS
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Study Schedule
i
a
SEP I	 OCT I	 NOV DEC I	 JAN -FEB
MAJOR REVIEWS & REPORTS
	 8/23/82	 ATP
MONTHLY STATUS REPORTS
® ORI NT.MTG
8/26
A9/27
MID A
TERM
1410/27
11/16
011/29 012/23
FINAL © DRAFT o FINALA
2/21/81	 IREPORT
01/28 x 2/23	 4/22
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT REVIEW COUNCIL MEETINGS
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3
3.5.1
3.5.2
USER MISSIONS
USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS RELATIONSHIP TO CURRENT
STS
SPACE STATION USER ACCOMMODATION
REQUIREMENTS
MISSION ALTERNATIVES AND ACCRUED
BENEFITS
PROGRAM OPTIONS
SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES AND CHARACTERISTICS
RECOMMENDED EVOLUTION PLAN
SCHEDULE ANALYSIS
COST AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS
SPACE STATION INTERFACES WITH
DOD SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
DOD'S INVOLVEMENT WITH THE STS
DOD OPERATION WITH THE SPACE
STATION
NASA PERFORMANCE REVIEWS AND
DOCUMENTATION
DOD PERFORMANCE REVIEWS AND
DOCUMENTATION
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Science Applications
	
Commercial	 Space Ops
	
National	 Foreign	
v `^Security User*
Time-Phased Objectives	 11*Integrated	 11982
	 2000	 by NASA	 RUser Rgmts —Service	 EValidation
— USRA C	
— Assembly/
	 Qonsolidated Discipline Rgmts
	 Operational Requirements
	 Construction	 U
— Scientist
— Delivery/
	 I
-- NASA
Ball STS/SS/IFF Analysis 	 Technology Assessment 	 Retrieval	 R—
— Etc
	 E
— Infotech M
— Etc Mission
	 User Mission Reqmts	 E
Functional	 NSolarAnalysis	 A	 Technology	 Iteration	 TstronomyAccommodations
	
Development
	
S
1Reqmt
e'
s & plan
Integrated User
	
— Larg Structure Assy 	 T
R— Thermal ControlMission Reqmts	 ADetailed
	
— Attitude Control	 C
Reqmts Definition 	 SS Mission Model 	 — Etc E
A
Program Options	 Space Station	 BSupport Reqmts
— Single Station	 — Low Early Cost 	 L
— Multiple Stations — Etc
	 I
T
Arch. Option to Support Program Options 	 Y
From User —
Communities
Benefits
-- Social
— Economic
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M
Same Station Studv Flog
Cost, Schedule &
Benefits Analysis
Element Definition & Characteristics
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Recommend Space Station	 Initial	 Growth	 Ultimate
Architectural Concept/Attributes	 Capability	 Increments	 Capability
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User Mission Data Development
APPROACH
• QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
® COMPREHENSIVE CONTACT PLAN
0 SERVICES OF RECOGNIZED EXPERTS/SUBCONTRACTORS
0 DEFINE LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES AND IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS
a DESIGN CONCEPTS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SS SPECIAL CAPABILITIES
s DATA VALIDATION/TRACEABILITY
RESULTS
;p	 a 112 PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
i`	 9 99 PHONE INTERVIEWS
® 20
-YEAR OBJECTIVES/IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS
- SOLAR PHYSICS
	
- PLANETARY
#	
- ASTRONOMY
	
- MATERIALS PROCESSING
- EARTH OBSERVATIONS
0 OPERATIONAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
`.	 ® TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
® USRA PANEL AND CONSULTANT MEETINGS
3	 8 INTERVIEWS HAVE GENERATED INTEREST AND GAINED SUPPORT FOR SS A-13
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Astronomy User Missions
Candidate Astronomy Missions
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Large Deployable Reflector OR)
Space Telescope (ST)
Large Area Modular Array X-Ray Telescope (LAMAR)
X-Ray Timing Explorer (XTE)
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE)
Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO)
X-Ray Observatory (XRO)
Starlab
Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF)
Cosmic Ray Observatory (CRO)
Orbiting Very Long Baseline Interferometer (OV LBI )
Gravity Probe-B (GP-B)
Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE)
Orbiting Infrared Submillimeter Telescope (GIST)
Infrared Interferometer
Gravity Wave Interferometer
Coherent Optical System of Modular Imaging Collect(
100-m Thinned Aperture Telescope (TAT)
Very Large Space Telescope (V LST)
Heavy Nuclei Explorer (HNE)
Astronomy
Missions for
20-yr Projection
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Astronomy Mission sequence
Emphasis on Broad-Spectrum Coverage
Illustrates Evolution to Next Generation Set of Requirements
.4
Year
Energy/
Spectral
83 84 85 86 87 T88 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 198 99 QO 01 02 03 04 05
Coverage
jCosmic Ray Observatory 	 (CRO)Cosmic Ray*
Gamma Ray* Gamma Ray Observatory	 ( GRO) GRO 11
X-Ray AXAE
Soft X-Ray XTE	 LAMAR^
Extreme UV EUVE
UV IUE FOT
FUSE Very Large apace Thinned Aperature
Visible
r-•—tSTARLAB-,r Telescope (VLST) Telescope (TAT)
Infrared IRAS Space Telescope
Far IR
ED aSIRTF
COSMIC
OIST
LDR
IE
Microwaves COBE	 e
IL_j
	
I 	 Interferometer
L
OVLLSI
Radio LWA
Relativity Gi'-8	 I	 Gravity Wave
I nterferometer
Space
Laboratory
Astrophysics
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Critical Integration Requirements
MATURE PHASEASTRONOMY
	
EARLY PHASE
ORBIT 400-570 28.50
DIMENSIONS (M) 40 DIAMETER 100 x 10
WEIGHT (KG) 27,000 85,000
POINTING/CONTROL (SEC) 10_2 STABILITY 10-4 STABILITY
DATA (BITS /DAY) 1012 —10 4 10 4
POWER (0) 3 7
_ CREW 2-6 7--10
` SPACE PHYSICS
ORBIT 00° 0EO
DIMENSIONS	 (M) 80 X 15 X 9 2000 DIAMETER
WEIGHT (KG) 50,000 50,000
' POINTING/CONTROL (SEC) 10 10	 STABILITY
` DATA (BITS/DAY) 10
POWER	 (KW) 15 25
CREW 2-6 6
s
i
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Results - Operational Support Requirements
j
i
EXAMPLE
	
EARLY PHASE
MISSIONS	 OPERATIONAL CAPABI LITIES
EXAMPLE
	 MATURE PHASE
MISSIONS	 OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES
r EUVE VLST	 ASSEMBLY, CONSTRUCTION WITH
COBS	 DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL EXTERNAL TANK SHELL
f XTE	 MAINTENANCE/SERVICING
FUSE COSmIc	 ASSEMBLY, ALIGNMENT, &
PHASING OF ARRAY
GRO
SIRTF
	 INSTRUMENT CHANGEOUT:
	
TAT	 MAJOR CONSTRUCTION/AS5Y,
STARLAB
	 FILM/CRYOGEN REPLACEMENT	 ALIGNMENT, AND TEST
ST
sAXAF	 MAJOR DEPLOYMENT,
OVLBI	 ASSEMBLY, ALIGNMENT,
LDR	 CONSTRUCTION, TEST
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Space Station And User Requirements Sum mar
OBJECTIVE
DEVELOP OPERATIONAL AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS THAT FORM THE BASIS OF
OUR MISSION IMPLMEENTATION CONCEPTS
0 SATISFY USER NEEDS
o ESTABLISH ACCOMMODATION! REQUIREMENTS
TASKS	 RESULTS
• DEVELOP COMPOSITE MISSION MODEL
	 4 INITIAL ISSJE RELEASED
- UPDATED AS REQUIRED BY USER DATE
v EVALUATE STS/SS ELV RELATIONSHIP	 0 INITIAL EVALUATION 40% COMPLETE
9 DEVELOP INTEGRATED USER REQUIREMENTS 0 INITIAL DOCUMENTS RELEASED
- BASIC SS REQUIREMENTS
- POTENTIAL USER SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
EVALUATED
EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE MISSION
	
® PRELIMINARY ORBIT SELECTION PARAMETRIC
APPROACHES AND REQUIREMENTS
	
DATA
# PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY 	 9 MAINTAINED BY CODE TO MISSION MODEL
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Mate PL to
OTVITMS
- SS RMS
- Alignment
Equip Fite nt.
System Func
Check far
PL-TMS-OTV
t,11=1; ULJ4
Equipment
Deploy	 I I TMS Maneuver OTVI
PL-TMS-OTV PL to Standoff
Asst' from SS
rawl
Launch Position
- SS RMS - TMS Control
- TMS Control Console
Console
h - PL
IIu
hi —II
ill
	
II I
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Mate OTV
to TMS
- SS RMS
- Alignment
Equipment l^
Functional Analysis-Assembly PL To OTC/
PL Operations
Orbiter Remove Transfer PL
Dock to PL from
n
to Mating
S5 duy Site
Universal - ,;S RMS - SS RMS -- SS RMS
Docking -- Operation -- Operation
System Console Console
Commodity - Berthing
Support System
t^
t^
OTV Operations
Remove
li!5
 OTV from
Bay
-- Universal - SS RMS
Docking
System
- Commodity
Support
TMS Operations
Transfer TMS TMS Mounted
to Mating to Mating
Site Fixture
- SS RMS - SS RMS
- TMS - SS Mating
CJ
r
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GrOLmdrules	 Support Rgntts
a	
- TMS	 - Universal Docking Sys - Cherkout Equipment - Manned Support 	 - SS Mating Fixture
- OTV	 - Berthing Sys for:	 -- Alignment EquiptnPnt - Commodity Support
- PL --" TMS - OTV
	
	
Operation Console	 - Repi Parts for TMS & OTV
- ?MS Control Console - SS RMS
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Nisi®n Implementation Conte S
® DEFINE CANDIDATE PROGRAM OPTIONS
PERFORM FEASIBILITY ANALYSES TO DETERMINE VIABLE
PROGRAM OPTIONS,
e ANALYZE ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPTS
— DEFINE SPACE STATION CHARACTERISTICS,
® RECOMMEND EVOLUTION PLAN
 f
1
t
	
-- DEFINE INITIAL AND ULTIMATE CAPABILITY.
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Program Options
DEFINITION — TOP LEVEL PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING AND EVOLVING SPACE
STATION CAPABILITIES.
RESULTS — SEVEN CANDIDATE PROGRAM OPTIONS DEFINED.
9 FOUR OPTIONS
— EACH CONSISTING OF A MANNED SPACE STATION PLUS
ONE OF MORE UNMANNED PLATFORMS,
0 THREE OPTIONS
— EACH CONSISTING OF TWO MANNED SPACE STATION PLUS
ONE OR MORE UNMANNED PLATFORMS,
d SPECIAL EMPHASIS
— IDENTIFY MODEST COST START UP OF SS.,
A-21
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Option s1: 28.5" Early OTV
1
-0MMtuU
DODO	
""4^GEO Commercial 	 _	 '
OTV Retrievable
	
`<<STS/ELV
L....... 
-..	
—?7/
.
	
launches
Science & Mad	 - Aerobrake
Processing	 - High Inclin PLs
Free Flyers
Servicing 28.50 	STS Service
Science
	
- Robotics	 -- Crew Increase
- System Bus - Cryo Supply	 - EVA/IVA - LSS Assembly
- Pointing	 -- Data Process	 /
User Costs
1Pfatform(s}-28.5°	 STS Support
Matl Processing
	
--- DOD Integration
- Resupply	 - System Bus
- Maintenance	 j
Platforms) 28.50 
	 < STS Support
- Low g
GEO Science & Coml	 - Attached/Free Flyer
Planetary
	
OTV-Retrievable
	 < STS Support-28.5°/500
 & GEO
GEO	 -- Hangar 	 Scavenging
500
 PLs - Prop Storage/Transfer
Early Payloads
Manned Station
- TMS/Prop Storage - Servicing (MMU)
- Crew 3-5
	 -- DOD Integration
1989
	
1991
	
1993	 1995
< STS Support PLs--28.5o
> STS Support -Station
STS/ELV Support
	
f	 1	 f	 A-22
	
1997	 2000
Time, Years
Qr
'S
Option B-1: 28.5°	 900 Stations
GEO
	
f -	 tOTV Retrievable - 280	 «STS & ELVLaLinches
- Prop Storage/Scavenging
- Crew 6	 - High Inclin PLs
	Servicing - 90°	 < STS Service
- Hangar	 -- LSS Assy
- EVA/IVA	
- CrewScience &DOD	
- Robotics
Station - 90°	 ^<Manned 	 Support - 900 PLs/ ^ STS Support Station
- TMS
	
-- DOD Secure
Matl Processing	
--- Crew 3-5	 --- Servicing
& Science
Servicing - 28 50
-- Hangar	 - LSS Assy
- Robotics	 - EVA/IVA	 < STS SupportNlatl Processing	 Crew	 /	 < User Costs
	
Platform - 28.50	/ -
-Low g
< STS Support - 28.5° PLs
> STS Support- Station
STS/ELV Support
Science
i
CL
m
U
Early Payloads
Manned Station - 28.50
- TMS/Prop Storage -- Servicing
- Crew 3-5	 - DOD Integ
1989	 1991	 1993	 1995	 1997	 2000
	
A,-23
Time, Years
iCost/Schedule/Benefits Analysis
TASKS
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® DEFINE ROM COSTS AND SCHEDULES.
— ROM COSTS AND SCHEDULES IDENTIFIED FOR 23 ELEMENTS,
— REFINING COSTS AND SCHEDULES,
® DEVELOP METHODS AND CONDUCT ANALYSES TO DETERMINE ROM COSTS AND
BENEFITS OF EACH PROPOSED CAPABILITY INCREMENT
— COMPLETED FIRST CUT AT ROM COSTS BY PROGRAM OPTION,
— COMPLETED A METHOD OF DETERMINING ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF ATTACHED
USERS,
— DEVELOPING METHODS TO DETERMINE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF OTHER
CAPABILITIES,
0 COMPARE COSTS AND BENEFITS TO DETERMINE A COST —EFFECTIVE EVOLUTION
PLAN.
— DEVELOPED A METHOD OF RATING AND WEIGHING BENEFITS BY PROGRAM
OPTION TO DETERMINE COST—EFFECTIVENESS.
® EXPLORE THE EFFECT OF SCHEDULE VARIATION ON COSTS AND BENEFITS.
— TASK WILL START AFTER MID—TERM REVIEW. A-24
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Technology Assessment
OBJECTIVEI
To identify key technologies affecting the implementation of user mission requirements and the space station opti
development, cost, and schedule.
APPROACH	 OPTION A-1 (28.50 EARLY OTV)
Manned Space Station - 1989 SATELLITE SERVICING
Satellite Servicing	 - 1989 — Long-Term Nitrogen/Helium/Hydrazine Storage
OTV	 -1991
— Fluid Transfer & Gauging
Space Platforms)	 -1993
— Manipulators/Robotics(Mat]	 sing)Proces si
— Rendezvous/Station-Keeping ContaminationSpace Platform 
	
- 9995
(Science) — Minimization Systems
Retrievable OTV	 -1999 — Automated Docking Systems
— Telepresence Hardware
TELEPRESENCE HARDWARE
— Predictive Controls & Displays
— Force Feedback Tools TELEPRESENCE CONTROL STATION
— Remote Manipulator(s) Hand Controller Rqmts Dev
— Telepresence Control Station H/W Design	 r
— Assorted Manipulator End-Effectors Fab & Assy	 s
— Stereo Television Installation	 air
Development -	 -	 ,
RESULTS Time (Yrs)	 0	 1	 2	 3
— 40 User Missions Analyzed A-25
— Options A-1, A-2, and A-3 Analyzed
-
IForeign User Mission Data
FROM CONTRACT SOW:
0 STUDY OBJECTIVES
- THE MISSIONS AND THE CORRESPONDING SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS ARE TO BE
DEVELOPED IN CLOSE COOPERATION WITH POTENTIAL DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN
USERS OF THE SPACE STATION.
S MISSION REQUIREMENTS
- THE CONTRACTOR SHALL CONSIDER, AS A MINIMUM, THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF
DOMESITC AND FOREIGN MISSIONS.
o GROUNDRULES AND GUIDELINES
THE MISSION OF INTEREST SHALL INCLUDE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN SCIENCE,
F	 APPLICATIONS, AND COMMERCIAL USERS, AS WELL AS J.S. NATIONAL SECURITY,
AND SPACE OPERATIONS MISSIONS.
A-26
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ERNO
H. HAUFFMAN
H. KAPPLER
U. POLLNOGHT
N. GENTZEN
H. EuSFELD
MATRA
J. BATTISTELLA
R. DA
SPAR. (CANADA)
R. W. NEVILLE
fllll^. r:; '
Contacts, Discussions And Meetings
B A
J. COLLETT
PROG MGR SPACE STATION
R. MORY
r	 LONG--TERM OFFICE
G. PETERS
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYS
U. HUTH
ESA MATL PROC DISCIPLINE LEAD
G. DUCHOSSOIS
EARTH OBSERVATION
H. OLTHOF
ASTRO SCIENCES
ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY
C. BuONGUORNO
GUERNIO
MONANINI
NAPOLITANO
AEG TELEFUNKEN
H. KOEBEL
AERITALIA
E. VALLERANI
F. BEVILACQUA
G. VIRIGLIO
AEROSPATIALE
G. LEROY
P. LUCAN
G. ROCHE
DORNIEN
A. SKOOG
G. VAN REEK
ADMINISTRATION
AUSTRIAN SPACE AGENCY
f	 H. ORTNER
GREEK SPACE RESEARCH-CENTER
M. MOUTSOULAS
INDONESIA
H. DUOJODIHARD.IO
JAPAN
H. MATSUMIYA
H. SAI KI
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Foreign Interfaces
0 STATUS
- FOREIGN COMPANIES CONTACTED REQUESTING WORKING
;AGREEMENTS WITH US.
- DIFFICULTY IS THE TECHNICAL DATA FLOW FROM US
TO A FOREIGN COUNTRY.
- DIRECTION IS NEEDED TO PROCEED.
A-28
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DOD Task Assignment Approach
SPACE STATION INTERFACES WITH DOD SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
— Define Ops
	 AllocateScenarios	 Assess	 DOD Space
	
DOD	
 — 
Define Evolving	 Rqmts
	 Rqmts us
	 Station
Infrastructure
	
Configuration	 Rqmts
— Derive Rqmts
DOD INVOLVEMENT WITH THE STS
— Identify Functional	 — Modifications to
	
DOD	 Objectives &	 Evaluate	 Assign Need	 the STS Model
NeedsRationale	 Functions vs	 Factors to	 — Inputs to Cost
— Postulate DOD	 Configurations	 Functions	 & Programmatics
Configurations	 — No Involvement
— Conclusion
DOD OPERATION WITH THE SPACE STATION
	
Threats	 Assess	 Identify	 Recommend OpsPotential	 DOD SSConflict	 Manned	 Scenario(s) &
	
Ran a
	
DOD	 Involvement	 Configurations) 	 Configurationg	 Missions
— Completed Activity	 A-2 9
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D Task Assignment Accom, p ments
® ASSESSED THE AVAILABLE THREAT MODEL
^a
F
0 IDENTIFIED DOD NEEDS
s DEFINED SOME OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS
® DOCUMENTED EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE INTERNETTING
0 IDENTIFIED DOD FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
0 POSTULATED POTENTIAL DOD SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS
® ASSESSED POTENTIAL DOD MISSIONS
® DERIVED DOD SPACE STATION TO!' —LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
A-30
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QStudy Summary
0 PROGRESS
- FULLY MANNED TO PLAN.
- SUBCONTRACTORS AND CONSULTANTS WORKING WELL.
- ALL. TASKS ON OR AHEAD OF SCHEDULE,
s RESULTS
- SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS USER REQUIREMENTS PROGRESSING RAPIDLY.
— NEW APPROACH BEING IMPLEMENTED FOR SPACE PROCESSING.
— 290 MISSIONS WITH 450 FLIGHTS DEFINED TO DATE,
— MANNED SPACE STATION SHOULD PROVIDE MAJOR ECONOMIC AND MISSION
BENEFITS TO WIDE VARIETY OF UNMANNED PROGRAMS.
— MANNED SPACE STATION CAN REDUCE REACTION TIME FOR TIME CRITICAL DOD
SPACE MISSIONS.
— MAN IN SPACE APPEARS NECESSARY FOR LIFE SCIENCE PROGRAM AND EXPANDING
COMMERCIAL SPACE PROCESSING.
0 CURRENT RECOMMENDATIONS
— EARLY STS TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS IMPORTANT FOR SPACE STATION.
-ET PROPELLANT SCAVENGING AND IN-SPACE CRYO RELIQUIFICATION
-AEROBRAKING TECHNIQUE
-OPT I CAL SYSTEMS ASSEMBLY/REFURBISHMENT/TEST
^i
I
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Mission Requirements
Thomas I Sullivan
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zObjective and Scope
OBJECTIVE
® TO IDENTIFY AND VALIDATE USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND BENEFITS
THAT MAY BE USED TO ASSESS THE DESIRABILITY OF A NATIONAL SPACE
STATION PROGRAM.
SCOPE
i IDENTIFY USER MISSIONS
9 DEVELOP MISER MISSION REQUIREMENTS
i ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS RELATIONSHIPS TO STS/SSIIFF
® DEFINE SS USER ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS
* DETERMINE MISSION ALTERNATIVES AND ACCRUED BENEFITS
B-3
.1
Al
B-4
User Missions
OBJECTIVE
® TO ESTABLISH USER MISSION-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR MISSIONS THAT
WILL DERIVE SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS FROM A MANNED SPACE STATION
FOR:
- SCIENCE
- APPLICATIONS
- COMMERCIAL
- SPACE OPERATIONS
- O.S. NATIONAL SECURITY
LP PROACH J
PROJECTION SURVEY
r.
B-6
SPACE OPERATIONS
Mission Categories
SCIENCE	
i
O1
S-1 PLANETARY OBSERVATION
S-2 EARTH OBSERVATION
.^i-3 SPACE PHYSICS
S-I3 ASTRONOMY
S-5 SOLAR PHYSICS
S-6 LIFE/SIO/MED SCIENCES
S-7
APPLICATION
A-1 MATERIALS PROCESSING
A-2
COMMERCIAL
C-1 SPACE PROCESSING
C-2 C01--AU N I CATION SAT E LL I T E
C-3 0
a
All
0-1 SATELLITE SERVICING
0-2 ASSEMBLY OF SPACE STRUCTURES
0-3 FLUID TRANSFER/STORAGE
0-4 OPERATING PLATFORM
0-5 LAUNCH TRANSFER
0-6 PROPULSION
0-7 SPACECRAFT CONTROL
0-8 DATA MGMT & COMMUNICATION
0-9 ELECTRICAL
0-10 CREW SYSTEMS
0-11 THERMAL CONTROL
0-12
0, S. NATIONAL SECURITY
D-1 Ex ISTING PROGRAMS
D-2 NEW PROGRAMS
D-3 SPACE STATION SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
B-7
^Zq
User Requirements Generation and Validation
7
r
`r
i^
f.
NASA DATA
- STS FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENT BASELINE
- SPACE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY MODEL
- NASA PROGRAM PLAN
(FY 1982-1985)
- 487 MISSION MODEL
- 10-YR PLAN (1982-1992)
- OTHER CONTRACTORS
MODELS
MARTIN MARiEiiA DATA
- NATIONAL MISSION
MODEL
- TMS MISSION MODEL
-- DOD MISSION MODEL
INTERNATIONAL DATA
IN RNAL REQMTS ANALYSIS
- CLASSIFICATION
FORMULATE BASELINE - 20-YR PROJECTION
DATA	 /^ - INTEGRATION AND SYNERGISTIC
ASSESSMENT
EXTERNAL CONTACTS
USRA
SCIENTISTS
COMMERCIAL
SUBCONTRACTS
CONSULTANTS
INTERNATIONAL
USER
VALIDAT91) RQMTS
I
USER
MI SSION RQMTS
DEVELOPMENT TASK
B-8
00
Oy
^r
0-0
c^
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User Mission R qgirements
OBJECTIVES
® TO DEVELOP INTEGRATED USER REQUIREMENTS, RANKED BY UNIQUENESS OF
CAPABILITY AND FUNCTION.
® TO MAINTAIN REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY.
® TO DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED SPACE STATION USER MISSION MODEL
RPPROACH
Composite
Mission
Model	 Develop
Scenarios
Evaluate
Needs Identify
' Rgmts Capability Define Rgmts
Analysis functions Integration
F Rgmts^ Validation
User Rqmts
Document Space Stationd Mission Model
i Rqmts Traceability	 B-10-
a
i
E
Space Station Potential Functional Capabilities
i 9 SORTIE SUPPORT
a ASSEMBLY/CONSTR UCT ION
DELIVERY/RETRIEVAL
y® SERVICING
0 OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
• SUPPLY {LOGISTICS}/STORAGE/REPAIR
9 COMMUNICATIONS & DATA HANDLING
— RECEIVING
— RELAY
— PROCESSING/DATA COMPRESSION
— REAL—TIME INTERFACE
a
® STERILIZATION
LAB/TEST FACILITY
® TETHERED OPERATIONS
LOS/LON/LDD — ENHANCEMENTS
►.•	 A SAFETY
B-1 1
ry'•	 -- 	 _	 ^_
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INTEGRATED
USER
REQUIREMENT
ANALYZE USER
PERFORMANCE
AND
OPERATIONS
REQUIREMENTS
COMPARE
REQUIREMENTS
Vs STS
CAPABILITIES
LA
Requirements Relationship to STS
OBJECTIVE
0 TO ESTABLISH THE RELATIONSHIP OF INTEGRATED USER REQUIREMENTS TO
THE CURRENT STS BY ASSESSING THE CAPABILITY OF THE STS TO SATISFY
MISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR USER MISSIONS,
APPROACH
STS/SS/IFF
RELATIONSHIPS
SUMMARY
CATEGORIZE	 G SS UNIQUE
COMPLIANCE ® SS/STS
a STS UNIQUE
® SS/IFF
a IFF UNIQUE:
NASA
STS
CAPABILITIES
PROJECTION
B-12
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P
ace Stations User I cco modation Requiremei
OBJECTIVE
TO ESTABLISH SPACE STATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS, PERFORMANCE,
AND OPERATIONAL. REQUIREMENTS TO SATISFY USER MISSIONS AND PROGRAM
NEEDS THROUGH THE YEAR 2000.
APPROACH
9 GROUP AND TRANSLATE USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND NEEDS INTO
SPACE STATION ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS.
- TIME ORDER CHARACTERISTICS, PERFORMANCE, AND OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS TO IDENTIFY TRENDS AND MAXIMIZE SPACE STATION
MISSION CAPABILITIES.
USER
ACCOMMODATION
REQUIREMENTS e
B-13
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y
0 USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND PROGRAM NEEDS
0 USER—UNIQUE CAPABILITIES AND FUNCTIONS
0 INTEGRATED USER REQUIREMENT CATEGORIES
0 INTEGRATED USER MODEL NEEDS
0 USER REQUIREMENTS RELATIONSHIP — STS/SS/IFF
6 SS SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
0 SS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
0 SS OP ERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
® TIME—ORDERED SS SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS, PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
0 IDENTIFICATION OF CAPABILITY TRENDS
a
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Mission Alternatives and Accrued Benefits
OBJECTIVE
a DEFINE THE ECONOMIC, PERFORMANCE AND SOCIAL BENEFITS THAT ACCRUE
FROM ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENTS MADE
POSSIBLE BY A MANNED SPACE STATION.
APPROACH 	 USER
ALL SOURCE --® DEFINE BENEFITS	
MISSIONS
DATA BASE	 SUBCLASSIFICATIONS
	
SS
ECONOMIC	 PROGRAM
- PERFORMANCE	 OPTIONS
- SOCIAL
	
i
EVALUATE USER MISSIONS FOR DETERMINE
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
	 W	 POTENTIAL
BENEFITS REALIZED/PROGRAM
MISSION
IMPLEMENTATION
CONCEPTS
COST &
;GROGRAM
ANALYSES
B-16
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SUBJECT
INTRODUCTION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MISSION REQUIREMENTS
- USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
- ASTRONOMY/SPACE PHYSICS/PLANETARY
- SOLAR PHYSICS/EARTH OBSERVATIONS
- COMM./LIFE SCI./MTLS PROC./COMMERCIAL
- SPACE STATION AND USER REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
- ACCRUED BENEFITS
MISSION IMPLEMENTATi: -.GNCEPTS
COST, SCHEDULE, AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS
DOD TASKS
ADJOURNMENT
SPEAKER
R. B. DEMORET
S. R. SCHROCK
T. J. SULLIVAN
F. J. STEPUTIS
F.	 BARTKO
S. M. POMPEA
W. 0, NOBLES
G. E. STONE
T. J. SULLIVAN
T. J. RASSER
T. A. MOTTINGER
T. K. SULMEISTERS
B-17
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User M issions
Requiremen ts Development
Fred Steputis
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Implementation Concept Development
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Candidate Mission SE tion
ZO YEAR PLANS AND OBJECTIVES FOR SS ESTABLISHED
6 MISSIONS CONSIDERED - COMPOSITE MISSION MODEL CANDIDATES
INCORPORATED INTO OVERALL PLANNING
ASTRONOMY 37
	
- LIFE SCIENCES 13
SPACE PHYSICS 6	 - COMMUNICATIONS 88
PLANETARY EXPLORATION 7
	
- MATERIAL PROCESSING 22
SOLAR PHYSICS 10 	 - OPERATIONS 54
-- EARTH OBSERVATIONS 55
ADDITIONAL MISSIONS AND DISCIPLINE OVERALL OBJECTIVES ESTABLISHED
- SURVEY OF DATA
- PANEL DISCUSSIONS
- PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
- TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS
CONSULTANTS
0 CANDIDATE MISSION COMPLEMENT SELECTED
IMPLEMENT OBJECTIVES
NON-REDUNDANT
APPLICABILITY IN SPACE STATION ERA
-- POTENTIAL UTILIZATION OF SS
CAPABILITIES
C-5
Contacts Made
STATUS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
3.	 SCIENCE PERSONAL INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 95
(INCLUDES ALL EARTH OBSERVATION) TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 5O
CONTACTS REMAINING 97
F
APPLICATIONS
(COMMUNICATIONS MATERIAL PERSONAL INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 14
PROCESSING) TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 16
CONTACTS REMAINING 31
OPERATIONS PERSONAL INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 3
' TELEPNONE INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 33
CONTACTS REMAINING 16
^l
F+
USER MISSION CONCEPTS DOCUMENTS RELEASED 40
g^
^f
t.
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USRA Panels
US -RA PANELS CONVENED — .SACK SEV I ER, U SRA COORDINATOR
SPACE PHYSICS — OCTOBER 271 1982
DR. PETER BANKS -- STANFORD
DR, MILFORD H. DAVIS - USRA
DR. .JOHN G I LLE -- NCAR
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE — OCTOBER 28, 1982
DR. VERNER SUOMI — UNIV OF WISC
DR. THOMAS VON DER HAAR — COLO STATE UNIV
DR, WILLIAM SMITH — NOAA
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE — NOVEMBER 2, 1982
DR. THOMAS VON DER HAAR -- COLO STATE UN IV
DR. MILFORD H. DAVIS — USRA
ASTROPHYSICS — NOVEMBER 3, 1982
DR. ROBERT C. HAYMES — P,I CE UNIV
DR, FRANK U. KERR — UNIV OF MARYLAND
DR, MELVILLE ULMER — NORTHWESTERN UNIV
e
r► 	 LIFE SCIENCES — NOVEMBER. 5, 1982
MR. RI CHARD JOHNSTON — TEXAS MED CENTER
DR, CARTER ALEXANDER — BROOKS AFB
REMOTE SENSING — NOVEMBER 9, 1982
DR. ANNE B. KAHLE — JPL
DR. RICHARD W. NEWTON — TEXAS A&M
I	 DR, WILLIAM KOWALIK — CHEVRON OIL RESEARCH
7
s^
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User Mission Concept Document
SUBJECTS COVERED -- (USER MI SSION DATA SHEETS)
s
I^
9	 PROGRAM DATA SUBSYSTEMS SUPPORT
TITLE ELECTRICAL POWER
USER ORGANIZATION THERMAL CONTROL
PRINCIPAL CONTACT DATA MANAGEMENT
ADDRESS COMMAND & CONTROL
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES POINTING, STABILITY
PROJECTED HEEDS, EVOLUTION HAZARDS AND PRECAUTIONS
DEVELOPMENT STATUS O	 SPECIAL DATA
'	 SPONSORSHIP SPACE STATION SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
0	 SYSTEMS INTEGRATION BENEFITS
OPERATIONS SCIENTIFIC
MANS ROLE COMMERCIAL
SHUTTLEIOTV POLITICAL
RETURN,	 RESUPPLY, RETRIEVAL SOCIAL
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION ECONOMIC
MOUNTING PROVISIONS REFERENCE DATA
ORBITAL FLIGHT KEY PERSONNEL
C-8
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GROUND RULES
o TOP LEVEL TIME PHASED AND PRIORITIZED OBJECTIVES FOR DISCIPLINE.
0 CONCEPTS TO IMPLEMENT OBJECTIVES,
0 CONCEPTS WITHOUT REGARD TO CURRENT PROGRAM STATUS OR FUNDING.
I CONCEPTS WITHOUT PRECONCEPTIONS OF SS CAPABILITIES.
® SS INCLUSIVE OF ADJUNCT PLATFORMS, AND SATELLITES.
0 CONCEPTS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SS SPECIAL CAPABILITIES.
- LONG DURATION
- MAN AS OBSERVER OPERATOR, REPAIRMAN
- RESUPPLY AND RETURN OF SAMPLES OR COMPONENTS
- RETRIEVAL, REPAIR & REFURBISHMENT
- SPECIALIZED FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
- ASSEMBLY, CHECKOUT, ALIGNMENT, CALIBRATION ON-ORBIT
- LAUNCH TO OTHER TRAJECTORIES
- LARGE WEIGHTS & VOLUMES
C-9
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User Missions
to
Astronomy
Space Physics
Planetary studies
F. Bartko
E3-,
Space Station Study Flow
4
Applications	 Commercial	 Space Ops
Time-Phasedbje7tIves1982
tso i ated Discinline hurn-
 s Imo— Opera t
Functional
Anaiysis
Accommodations
I
Detailed	 i
Reqmts Definition i
National	 ForeignSecurity	 I I	 User*
*Integrated 	
12000	 by NASA R
— Service	 E
n^
— Assembly/	 QConstruction	 U
— Delivery/	 I
Retrieval	 R
Etc.	 E
M
E
N
Technology Iteration	 T
Development S
Reqmts & Plan
— Large Structure Assy TR
— Thermal Control A
— Attitude Control
C
— Etc
From User
Communities
User Rqmts
Validation
Benefits	
— USRA
— Scientist
— NASA
— Ball
— Infotech
— Social	 -- Etc
— Economic Mission Reqmts
SS Mission Model
11
I STS/SS /IFF Analysis I Technology Assessment
I User Mission Reqmts I 00
o2
Wu
— Performance -- Single Station 	 — Low Early Cost
— Multiple Stations — Etc
A
Space Station	 B
Support Reqmts	 1
L
Program Options I
Arch. Option to Support Program Options
	 Y
Cost, Schedule &
Benefits Analysis
Element Definition & Characteristics
Recommend Space Station	 Initial
Architectural	 ls __^ Capability
D-2
Growth	 Ultimate
Increments	 Capability
40
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Introduction
*USER MISSIONS FOR SPACE ASTRONMOMY, SPACE PHYSICS, AND PLANETARY STUDIES F
DESCRIBED (ACKNOWLEDGE BASD - M. BOTTEMA, D. SCHNEIBLE, R. SCOTTY.
O ESSENCE OF OUR APPROACH IS DEVELOPMENT OF A 20-YEAR PROJECTION.
A PROJECTION RELIES HEAVILY ON NAS REPORTS,
- BUILT-IN VALIDATION
PROJECTION IS BASED ON SOUND SCIENTIFIC STRATEGY THAT PROVIDES TIME-PHASED
DEVELOPMENT (EXPLORATORY/SURVEY---- DETAILED STUDY/MATURE OBSERVATORY -d
SPECIALIZED TECHNIQUES).
D-3
ORGANIZATION INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATION
UNIV OF TEXAS H, SMITH HARVARD/SAO
NASA/GSFC S. HOLT PRINCETON
UNIV OF COLO/JILA R. MCCRAY MIT
UNIV OF MARYLAND F. KERR UCSD
RICE UNIV R, HAYMES UNIV OF TEXAS
NORTHWESTERN UNIV S. ULMER UNIV OF 14YOMING
MIT B. BURKE JHU
NRL H. GURSKY UNIV OF ARIZONA
VALIDATION
IUSE OF NAS REPORTS AND ADVISORS CONSTITUTES INITIAL
VALIDATION.
USCD
UCB
CIi
NASA/GSFC
STSI
D-4
Astronomy Contact Plan
DATA SOURCES
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ASTRONOMY SURVEY COMMITTEE:
ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS FOR THE-1 80S, 1982.
NASA: SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY MODEL, VOL 1,2,3 SEPT 1981,
TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE STROPHYSICS: THE NEXT 30 YEARS
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, (AIAA, SPI£, OSA), DANBURY, CT OCT 1982
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, COMMITTEE ON SPACE ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS:
A STRATEGY FOR SPACE ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS FOR THE 1980S, 1979,
CONTACTS MADE
	
CONTACTS PLANNED
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Astronomy
nn _ 11= rT T \117
0 UNDERSTAND THE BIRTH OF MATTER IN THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE,
®STELLAR EVOLUTION
KEY PROBLEMS
® WHAT IS THE LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE/
GEOMETRY OF THE UNIVERSE?
0 WHAT IS THE NATURE AND SOURCE OF
RELATIVISTIC COSMIC JETS?
0 HOW DO GALAXIES EVOLVE AND WHAT IS THE
NATURE OF THE HIDDEN MASS?
0 WHAT POWERS THE ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI
AND QUASARS?
® HOW DO STARS AND PLANETS FORM, AND WHAT
IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF STAR FORMATION
TO MOLECULAR/DUST CLOUDS?
CATEGORIES
®COSMOLOGY - GALAXIES AND THE
UNIVERSE
D-5
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Astronomy Mond)
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF SUPERNOVAE EXPLOSIONS
ORIGIN OF PLANETS, LIFE,
I NTELLIGENCE
R FMFNT.q
- RADIO/MICROWAVE
- IR/SUBMILLIMETER
- OPTICAL/UV/EUV
- X-RAY
- GAMMA RAY
- CQSMIC RAYS
- RELATIVITY
i
i
I.:
^f
IN PRODUCING COLLAPSED OBJECTS, COSMIC
RAYS, AND HEAVY ELEMENT SYNTHESIS?
WHAT CAUSES ACTIVITY (DISTURBANCES) ON
THE SURFACE OF THE SUN AND STARS?
• DO EXTRASOLAR PLANETS EXIST?
OBJECTIVES
® APPLY INCREASED SPECTRAL, ANGULAR, AND
TIME RESOLUTION TO MAJOR SCIENTIFIC
QUESTIONSUO TO 100 TIMES BETTER)
® APPLY BROAD SPECTRUM COVERAGE
a APPLY NEW TECHNIQUES
D-6
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Astronomy Mission Sequence
Emphasis on Broad-Spectrum Coverage
Illustrates Evolution to Next Generation Set of Requirements
Year
Energy/
Spectral
83	 84 85 86	 87 88 1 89 90 1 91 1 92 1 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01	 02 03 Q 05
Coverage
Cosmic Ray Observatory j (CRO)Cosmic Ray*
Gamma Ray* Gamma Ray Observatory 	 (GRO) GRO II
X-Ray AXAF
Soft X-Ray XT>~ LAMAR
Extreme UV EUVE
UV
Visible
lUi= FOT
FUSE	 Very Large Space	 Thinned AperataireSTARLAB- 	 Telescope (VLST) 	 Telescope (TAT)
Infrared IRAS Space Telescope
Far IR
3SIRTF COSMICGIST PLDR,
Microwaves COBS IR Interferometer
OVLBI
Radio LWA
Relativity GP-B	 Gravity Wave
InterferometerSpace D-7Laboratory
Astrophysics
*Desire Low Inclination Orbits
	 Early	 Mature
;:
no
Astronomy - Early Concepts
The Gamma Ray Obser-
vatory (GRO) will inves-
tigate compact sources
and cosmic background
at energies from 0.05 to
50 MeV.
•s
k^
j
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Large Deployable Re-
flector will perform in-
frared and millimeter-
wave astronomy.
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Astronomy -- M tUrc ^Unccpts
OVLBI - 50 Meter Deployable Antenna
The COSMIC two-dimensional coherent
array of optical telescopes is capable to
resolve starspots on nearby stars.
Very large Space Tele-
scope (VLST) concept
involves transforming
the modified interstage
section of the Shuttle
External Tank into a
telescope spacecraft.
O Q
a 
PL
Z
C
r
Advance X-Flay Astro-
physics Facility(AXAF)
D°9
Consolidated Astronomy Requirements
MAJOR OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES
- EARLY PHASE
OF
CONSUMMABLES
- MATURE PHASE
	
CONSTRUCTION/ASSEMBLY; OPTICAL TEST &
CHECKOUT
® TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AREAS
- ADVANCED OPTICAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES (ACTIVE MAINTENANCE OF ACCURATE BASELINES,
ALIGNMENTS, AND PHASING; OPTICAL BEAM STEERING/SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES)
SPACEBASED OPTICAL MONITORING AND TESTING TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS
LARGE-SCALE STABLE METERING STRUCTURES
- TWO-DIMENSIONAL, HIGH-EFFICIENCY DETECTOR ARRAYS
ONORBIT CALIBRATION FACILITIES
CONSUMMABLE- REPLENISHMENT TECHNIQUES (CRYOGENS. GASES. DETECTORS)
POINTING/STABILITY AND/OR IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION SYSTEMS TO ACCOMMODATE
ANGULAR RESOLUTION OF 10
-4
 ARC SEC
D-90
DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL, SERVICINGI
MAINTENANCE/REPAIR
INSTRUMENT CHANGEOUT/REPLACEMENT
ORGANIZATION
CENTER FOR ASTROPHYSICS
MSFC
GSFC
JSC
APL
JPL
NCAR
HAO
UNIV OF TEXAS, DALLAS
UNIV OF WISCONSIN
UCLA
MIT
UNIV OF
UNIV OF
UNIV OF
UNIV OF
UNIV OF
UTAH ST,
COLORADO
ALASKA
CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
ILLINOIS
MICHIGAN
aTE UNIV
Space Physics contact Plan
CONTACTS MADE
	
CONTACTS PLANNED
OR_GAN_IZATION INDIVIDUAL
MSFC C. CHAPPEL
F. UILDNER
D. REASONER
J. GREEN
UCSD R. CANFIELD
STANFORD UNIV P. BANKS
UNIV OF IOWA S. SHAWHAN
NCAR J, GILLE
COLO STATE UNIV T. VONDERHAAR
USRA M. DAVIS
t^
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Space Physics
GOAL
TO UNDERSTAND THE FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL PROCESSES AFFECTING THE TERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT AND THEIR RELATION TO UNIVERSAL PROCESSES,
I
APPROACH
® GENERAL PLASMA INTERACTIONS (WAVE-PARTICLE AND WAVE-WAVE INTERACTIONS)
• SOLAR WIND--MAGN`TOSPHERIC INTERACTIONS
i GLOBAL AND REGIONAL CLIMATOLOGY PREDICTION AND LONG-TERM WEATHER FORECASTING
MAJOR ELEMENTS	 KEY OBJECTIVES
9 SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS	 6 CHARACTERIZE SOLAR SYSTEM PLASMAS
PLASMA INTERACTIONS
6 SOLAR TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS 	 6 SOLAR VARIABILITY EFFECTS
i'	 0 SPACE CHEMISTRY
® REMOTE MAGNETOSPHERIC DIAGNOSTICS
0 WAVE-PARTICLE PROCESSES
0 MAGNETOSPHERE - IONSPHERE MASS TRANSPORT
® GLOBAL ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
0 UPPER ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS
i 1 	0 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERIC TURBIDITY
0 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY AND ENERGICS
a LOWER ATMOSPHERIC TURBIDITYE	
0 PLANETARY ATMOSPHERIC WAVES
D-12
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Space Physics Mission Sequence
Emphasizes Long-Term, Coordinated Measurements
83 84 85 86 87 8$ 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 6LP V 
Space Plasma - Other Planets
Year
Key Objectives
Basic Space Physics
Remote Magnetospheric Diagnostics
Space Chemistry
Large Structure/Plasma
Interaction Effects
Solar Terrestrial Physics
Solar Variability Effects
Wave-Particle Processes
Magnetosphere - Ionosphere
Interaction
Global Electric Circuit
Upper Atmosphere Dynamics
Middle Atmosphere Chemistry and
Energetics
Lower Atmospheric Turbidity
Planetary Atmospheric Waves
Pre-STO Experiments &
Instrument Dev
Very Large Radar
Initial	 r
STO	 i
Subsatellite
Facility
Plasma Turbulence 	 Open
•.•^ Explarer ^^71
Chemical Release—EA
Module Facility Ir1 0
AMPTE
' •i	 Advanced STO(Polar or Very High
UARS	 Inclination)
Geosynchronous STO(GEO-STO)
I^Initial STO(570 at 400 km)
Space Lab/Shuttle 
	
F D- 13
Missions
Advanced
Interplanetary
Explorer
	 ,• ••
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ACS	 f
Space Physics-Solar Terrestrial Observatory
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consolidated space Physics Requirements
Emphasis on Orchestrated Measurements
Instrumentation Complement
Initial STO Complement Ultimate STO Complement4
Total Solar Irradiance Monitor l X-Ray Irradiance Monitorl
UV Irradiance Monitor l EUV Irradiance Monitorl
Soft X-ray Telescope) XUV Doppler Spectroheliographi
White Light Coronagraph I Hard X-ray Spectrometer'
Resonance Line Coronagraph l EUV Spectographi
Chemical Release Module3 Radio Spectrograph
Particle Injector Coherent Scatter Radar
Plasma Wave Injector Plasma Wave Injector
Low-Light-Level Television Particle Injector
X-Ray Telescope Chemical Release Module
Lidar2 Tethered Particles and Fields Prone
Radiation Balance Monitor2 Lidar	 2
1  Absorption or Emission Spectrometer2 Upper Atmospheric Temperature Sounder 	 2
UV and Visible Spectrometer2 Upper Atmospheric Wind Sensor
	
2
Upper Atmospheric Temperature Sounder 2 IR Absorption or Emission Spectrometer
	 2
Upper Atmospheric Wind Sensor 2 Lightning Mapper2
Subsatellite Facility3 Very Large Aperture Radar
Ampte3
J
Notes:
9. In concert with solar physics objectives and requirements.
2. In concert with earth observations, objectives, and
requirements.
3. Supported free-flyer.
4. All initial complements not explicitly listed are also included.
D-15
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Consolidated Space Pny
41 MAJOR CAPABILITIES
- NEED TO UNDERSTAND PROXIMATE PLASMA AND PLASMA EFFECTS MONITORING DURII,,
STO ONORBIT ASSEMBLY
- VERY LONG-DURATION STO MISSIONS (SOLAR CYCLE TIMEFRAME, INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION)
- COMPLEMENTARY INTERDISCIPLINARY MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED
- NUMEROUS SUBSATELLITES FREE-FLYING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS AND SERVICING
(MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, CHANGEOUT)
- ONORBIT DATA PROCESSING AND REDUCTION (CENTRAL COORDINATION FACILITY)
- MANNED STO OPERATION A HIGHLY DESIRABLE OPTION (RESPONSE TO EPISODIC EVENTS,
INSTRUMENTATION MONITORING/SERVICING, CONSTRUCTIONIASSEMBLY, RESUPPLY,
TRAINED OBSERVER/EXPERIMENTER/ENGINEER, INDEPTH UPGRADE REFURBISHMENT,
MODIFICATION)
® TECHNOLOGY NEEDED
- CONSTRUCT AND ASSEMBLE LARGE APERTURE RADARIANTENNA
- DATA MANAGEMENT FOR COORDINATED MEASUREMENTS AND REAL--TIME
sits Requirements
D-16
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Planetary Contact Plan ____
DATA SOURCES-
-
 NATIONAL SPACE CLUB CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, JUNE 1982
— J. MOORE: "EFFECTIVE PLANETARY EXPLORATION AT LOW COST,"
ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS, OCTOBER 1982
CONTACTS COMPLETED
	
CONTACTS PLANNED
ORGANIZATION
	
INDIVIDUAL
	
ORGANIZATION
JPL
	
M. NEUGEBAUER
	
JPL (SPECIFIC MISSION DATA)
J. FRENCH	 SAI (SPECIFIC MISSION nATA)
ARC (SPECIFIC MISSION DATA)F
x
aa
VALIDATION
— SSEC DATA •VALIDATION BULLETIN
— OSRA/MM CONSULTANTS
D-17
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Planetary Missions
GOAL
TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
AI]pRclArw
KEY OBJECTIVES
0 USE BROADBAND INSTRUMENTS TO
IDENTIFY MAJOR CHARACTERISTIC.
0 GLOBAL-SCALE CHARACTERIZATION OF
PHYSICAL STATE AND PROPERTIES
WITH FOCUS -DEFINED RECONNAISSANCE.
0 INDEPTH STUDIES OF SPECIFIC,
CRUCIAL SCIENTIFIC ISSUES DERIVED
FROM EXPLORATION PHASE.
0 USE OF NEEDED RESOURCES.
MAJOR ELEMENTS
0 PHASE I - INITIAL RECONNAISSANCE
- EARTH OBSERVATION
- FLYBY S/C
0 PHASE II - EXPLORATORY
ORBITING S/C
~ ENTRY PROBES
LANDERS
0 PHASE III - INTENSIVE STUDY
- LOW-ALTITUDE ORBITERS
- SOPHISTICATED PROBES/LANDERS
- SAMPLE RETURN
0 PHASE IV - USE/EXPLOITATION
- HABITABLE BASES
-~ REMOTE
®^78
I'	 'u
Phased Planetary Activities
Mission	 Year 83 84 gS 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05'
Orbiters Galileo	 L	 Existing Space Hardware Missions
Outer Planets
	
	
©_Launch
Venus Radar Mapper QInner Planets 	 Q Arrival
Planetary Probes
Titan	 n' Outer Planets
V	 Saturn
L	 Neptune 0 C
f	 0	 Uranus
0X
Orbiters Pioneer Class Missions
4i Geochemistry Mars®	 Lunar Q
MERM
I	 Venus probe	 LAtmospherics
Aeronomy/ Mars	 I Q	 n1 Climatology
4!k Mars	 A	 Mars Net (2)	 L APenetrators
p
I Rendezvous Mariner Mark II Class Missions [Lj Tempel II©	 Sample Return	 L'-JComets
Multi-Rendezvous	 Q	 A	 Al AAAsteroids
Saturn	 Pluto	 0Outer Planets -	 --
D-19
Early	 ature
00-0
C= ^
r
:1—co
Planetary-Vernis Radar Mapper
GIN
00
0
'	 D-20
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Consolidated Planetary Requirements
0 CAPABILITIES REQUIRED
- RETURN SAMPLE RETRIEVE/QUARANTINE
- QNORBIT ASSEMBLY/INTEGRATION
® TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT DEEDED
- AEROBRAKING TECHNIQUES
- SPACE ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
4
f^
t.
0-2f
Common Themes
® EACH DISCIPLINE FOCUSES ON A CORNERSTONE SET OF PROGRAMS AND MISSIONS,
® EACH DISCIPLINE HAS ACHIEVED A SIGNIFICANT LEVEL OF MATURITY AND PROGRESS.
@IN THE 1995 TO 2000 TIMEFRAME, EACH DISCIPLINE WILL BE APPLYING SPECIALIZED
TECHNIQUES (E.G., INTERFEROMETRY), AND USE LARGE INSTRUMENTS,
® DISCIPLINES SHOW, AS A RESULT, A COMMON CATEGORY OF NEEDS AND CAPABILITIES
FOR;
- VARIETY OF ORBITS
- ASSEMBLY/TEST ON ORBIT OF LARGE INSTRUMENTS
- EXTENSIVE DATA MANAGEMENT
- ONORBIT CALIBRATION FACILITIES
® DATA WILL BE CONSOLIDATED INTO USER MISSIONS CONCEPT DOCUMENT FOR
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS ON THE PROJECT,
D-2 2
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User Missions
Solar Physics And Earth •bservat^®ns
s. Pompea
E^9
V	 Ls
E
Space Station Study Flow
From User —
Communities
User Rqmts
Validation
— USRA
— Scientist
— NASA
— Ball
— Infotech
— Etc
/	 T
Y
E-2 T
Integrated
2000	 by NASA R
— Service	 E
a
— Assembly/ 	 Q
s 	 Construction	 U
— Delivery/
	 I
Retrieval	 R
— Etc	 E
E
N
agy	 Iteration TWent	 S
& Plan
— Large Structure Assy	 T
— Thermal Control	 R
-- Attitude Control 	 A
— Etc	 CE
A
Space Station	 B
Support Reqmts	 I
L
oa
a
Phi
:a
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Solar Physics
GOAL
TO UNDERSTAND THE FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL PROCESSES OF THE SUN
MAJOR ELEMENTS
	
KEY OBJECTIVES
® SOLAR INTERIOR
0 SO S AR STRUCTURE
0 SOLAR VPRIABILITY
0 CORONA & CORONAL MOLE
* FLARE PROCESSES
e RADIATION DYNAMICS
0 PARTICLE EJECTION PROCESSES
0 SUN-WIND INTERFACE
9 SOLAR WIND
® PLANETARY INFLUENCES
9 EFFECT ON INTERPLANETARY SPACE
SUN AS A STAR
9 ACTIVE SUN
® HELIOSPHERIC PROCESSES
E-3
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CONTACTS MADE
	
CONTACTS PLANNED
}
HAO
LASP
SPO
GSFC
NRC
NASA HQ
a R. MACQUEEN
R. FISHER
R. MONROE
J. TIMOTHY
R. DUNN
W. NEUPERT
J. BARTOE
J. BOHLIN
STANFORD
GSFC
CAL TECH
CENTER FOR
ASTROPHYSICS
MSFC
A. WALKER
A. POLAND
E. RHODES
G. WITHBROE
E. TANBURG—HANSOM
E. HILDNER
* CONTACTED IN PERSON
E-4
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Solar Physics Phased Activities Projection
SPACE STATION ERA
Key Objectives	 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 2000
V
Solar Interior
Solar Structure
Solar Variability
Corona & Corona] Hole
Flare Processes
Radiation Dynamics
Particle Ejection Processes
Sun-wind Interface
Solar Wind
Planetary Influences
Effects on Interplanetary Science
Solar Coron al —^
SMM ,	 Explorer
ISPM/Solar Interplanetary
Satellite
Solar Interior
Dynamics Mission
Corona[
Diagnostic
X-Ray Camera I==
& Coronagraph I=
Advanced
Solar
Observatory
Consolidated Solar Physics Requirements
fAm
INITIAL COMPLEMENT
UNIVERSAL FILTER POLARIMETER
GUV SPECTROGRAPH
VISIBLE SPECTROGRAPH
PINHOLE MASOOCCULTER
X—RAY DETECTOR
CORONAGRAPH/SPECTROMETER
O WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH
8 X-RAY/XUV TELESCOPE
SOLAR X-RAY/COSMIC-GAMMA
RAY BURST DETECTOR
SOLAR WIND INSTRUMENT
SOLAR IRRADIANCE MONITOR
SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
7 ^ti
i
3
ai
^f
MOTE
ULTIMATE COMPLEMENT (1)
RESONANCE LINE CORONAGRAPH
e SOFT X-RAY IMAGING TELESCOPE
EUV DIAGNOSTIC SPECTROMETER
MAGNETOGRAPH
X—RAY, XUV, AND EUV TELESCOPE FACILITIES
MAGNETIC FIELD AND VELOCITY INSTRUMENTS
SOLAR GLOBAL OSCILLATION INSTRUMENT
*SOLAR UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR
SOLAR TOTAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR
"SOFT X—RAY CORONAGRAPH
(1) ALL INITIAL COMPLEMENT INSTRUMENTS ALSO INCLUDED
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Solar Physics
Critical Integrate®n Parameters
® ON ORBIT DATA PROCESSING
0 COMMAND CAPABILITY TO RAPIDLY OBSERVE TRANSIENT PHENOMENA
0 OPERATIONAL INTERALIGNMENT
0 CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION OF A FEATURE FROM LIMB TO LIMB
a REFURBISHMENT OF OPTICAL COATINGS
a 4
0 POINTING TO 1 ARC --SECOND
!y
® Low CONTAMINATION ENVIRONMENT
4 SUN SYNCHRONOUS, NIGH INCLINATION ORBIT PREFERRED
a NEED OBSERVATIONS OVER 22-YEAR CYCLE
E-a
1, ^"•	
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GOAL
TO UNDERSTAND THE EARTH AS A SYSTEM AND THOSE CHANGES THAT MAY AFFECT MAN.
KEY OBJECTIVES
® DEVELOP CAPABILITY TO RELIABLY FORECAST
CHANGES IN GLOBAL OZONE
0 IMPROVE SHORT-AND LONG-TERM FORECASTING
CAPABILITY
a DEVELOP UNDERSTANDING OF GLOBAL CIRCULATION
AND THE CAPABILITY TO OBSERVE PRODUCTIVITY
® DEVELOP CAPABILITY TO FORECAST SEASONAL
VARIABILITY
® ENHANCE AND MANAGE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION,
WATER USE, AND LAND USE
0 MAP AND EVALUATE MINERAL }DEPOSITS, TIMBER,
AND WATERSHEDS
0 MAP AND DETERMINE EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN
MAGNETIC AND GRAVITY FIELD AND CRUSTAL
PHENOMENA	
E-8
ELEMENTS
0 UPPER ATMOSPHERE
0 WEATHER
9 OCEANOGRAPHY
0 CLIMATE
a AGRICULTURE
s
0 NATURAL RESOURCES
f,
9 GEOPHYSICS
F'
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f
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Earth Observations Contact Plan
CONTACTS COMPLETED
NASA HQ
GSFC
MSFC
Jsc
LARC
JPL
NCAR
NQAA
USGS, FLAGSTAFF
COLA STATE UNIV
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA,
SANTA BARBARA
UNIV OF WISCONSIN
-- K. ANDO, D. BUTLER, D. MCCONNEL, B. SCHARDT,
S. TILFORD, J. WELSH
— W. BARNES, E. MERCANTI, E. SPEAKER
--- W. HUBER, 0. VAUGHN
R. HERBERT
F. HUCK
- A. KAHLE, R. STEWART
— J. FIROR, J. GILLE
-- F. HALL, G. LITTLE, J. PURDOM, H. YATES
— R. BATSON, H. KIEFFER, G. SCHABER,
L. SODERBLOM, S. WU
- B. MARLATT, J. SMITH, T. VON DER HAAR,
G. WALLACE
- J. DOZIER, J. ESTES, D. SIMONETT, R. SMITH
---- V. Suomi
E-9
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Earth Observations Contact Plan (Concl)
PLANNED CONTACTS
NASA HQ
GSFC
LARC
JSC
NOAA
ITEK
UCSD
SCRIPPS INST
PURDUE
UNIV OF MIAMI
VALIDATION
- T. FISCHETTI, E. FLINN, H. NOGG, J. MOORE,
W. PIOTROWSKI, F. WON BUN
-- R. COATES, L. MEREDITH
-- S. KATZBERG, N. MURRAY
-- V. WHITEHEAD
-- W. HDvis
- F. EL-BAZ
- J. ARNOLD
-- R. SOMERVILLE, C. GAUTHIER
- D. LANDGREBE
-- 0. BROWN
SUMMARY
® REVIEWERS FROM UNIVERSITIES SPACE
RESEARCH ASSOC,
9 RESEARCHERS IN FIELDS OF ATMOSPHERIC
SCIENCES, OCEANOGRAPHY & GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
0 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS ON PLANNED EARTH
OBSERVATION MISSIONS
36 CONTACTS
-- 15 NASA
— 11 NCAR, NOAA, USCS
- 10 UNIVERSITY
E-10
Evolution Of Earth Observation
Measurement Needs
x^
e i.
Current Near-Term Far-Term
Upper — Aerosols — Simultaneous -- Simultaneous
Atmosphere
— Ozone - Winds — Long-Term
— Minor Species — Calibration
— Lidar
Global Chemical — None — Sensor Testing (Maps) -- Lidar
Cycles
--- High Spatial Resol
Weather — Soundings — Geostationary — Lidar
--- Clouds — Sounding (Microwave) — Precipitation
Climate — Solar Const — Surface Winds — Long-Term
— Radiation — Global Radiation — High Precision
— SST — Calibration
— Currents
Oceanography — Winds — Wave Spectra --- Simultaneous
— Topography — Microwave
— Color
— Temperature
Geology and — Geodesy — Mapping — Multispectral
Geophysics
— Crustal Dynamics — Synthetic Aperture Radar
E-1 I
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Phased Earth Observations Activities Projection
Space Station Era
80	 82	 84	 86	 88 A 90	 92	 94 	 98	 2000
LIARS	 r
UPPER ATM OSPHERE	 ---"-^`----------L-lDAR (STS)l
GOES	 --^
METEOROL OGY
	 TIROS N
NIMBUS
	
TOPEX
OCEANOGRAPHY
	
	 MOSS-B	 PASS MICRO
EBBS
CLIMATE
	 ISCCP
AEROS
14ATURAL RESOURCES
	
SMIRR	 --- MAPSAT
L-ANDSAT D	 DV Geology FIREX
SIRA
	
SIRB
	
—
GEOPHYS IC S
	
	
G Grad	
—.........---
-M Grad
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Consolidated Earth Observations Requirements
1990
	
ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS
® SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
0 IMAGING SPECTROMETER: VISIBLE/IR
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
® CRYOGENIC LIMB SCANNING INTERFEROMETER
AND RADIOMETER
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
a EARTH RADIATION BUDGET
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
0 STEREO VISUAL IMAGER
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
0 MICROWAVE: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
0 WEATHER OPERATIONS SATELLITES
	
GEO
@ GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE INSTRUMENT
INTERCALIBRATION
	
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
® RADAR ALTIMETER-TOPEX
	
1300 KM, 65° INCLINATION
1995
s LIDAR
a THERMAL IR IMAGER
GRAVITY GRADIOMETER
0 MAGNETIC GRADIOMETER (TETHER)
0 MICROWAVE ZOOM DIAMETER (PASSIVE)
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
LEO, HIGH INCLINATION
GEO
E-13
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Earth Observations - Critical Integration Parameters
i NEED DATA PROCESSING BECAUSE OF NIGH DATA RATE (IMAGING SPECTROMETER-
300 MBITS/S)
® NEED RECOVERABLE DATA BASE
0 VARIETY OF ORBITS REQUIRED (MOSTLY HIGH INCLINATION)
® ASSEMBLE AND TEST ON ORBIT (100--M ANTENNA)
r
NEED SIMULTANEOUS DATA ON SETS OF GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS
i
I '^
a	
® LOW CONTAMINATION ENVIRONMENT
1
^I
@ HIGH POWER REQUIRED — SAR 5 Kw, LIDAR 10 Kw
® FLASH TUBE REPLACEMENT FOR LIDAR
0
E—'14
a
Commercial
W. Nobles
p•
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Communications
MAJOR ELEMENTS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
(GEOSYNC RELAY PLATFORMS)
- PREDICTED GROWTH 7 TO 40 X
- TELECONFERENCING
- NARROWBAND RADIO TELEPHONE (800 MHz)
- DEVELOPING NATIONS
DIRECT BROADCAST TV (GEOSYNC)
OBJECTIVES
SUPPORT INCREASED TRAFFIC NEEDS
- DEVELOP NEW FREQUENCIES (KABAND)
- INCREASE SLOT DENSITY
- MULTIBEAMIMULTIACCESS
- SAT.-TO-SAT. RELAY
- INCREASE PLATFORM CAPACITIES
- BUILD-UP & SERVICE PLATFORM
SERVICE REMOTE AREAS
DEEP SPACE RELAY (GEOSYNC)
	
SUPPORT DEEP SPACE MISSIONS
SEARCH & RESCUE (LEO-HIGH INCLINATION)
	
PROVIDE LOCATION CAPABILITY FOR
EMERGENCY BEACONS
F-3
Communications Contact Plan-.--
COMPLETED PLANNED
NASA HQ G. KNOUSE NASA HQ S. FORDYCE
T. MCGUNIGAL GSFC J. SCHWARTZ
L, HOLCOMB JPL R. DICKINSON
H. FoSQUE FCC
MSFC T. CAREY FORD AEROSPACE C. CUCCIA
JPL DR. J. LAYLAND COMSAT DR. G. GORDON
J. RANDOLPH INTELSAT D. SACHDER
LANGLEY W. GRANTHAM FUTURE SYSTEMS R. STAMMINGER
RCA ASTROELECTRONICS J. BLANKENSHIP
RCA AMERICOM J. SCHWARZE
GE M. VAN HORN
HUGHES DR. H.	 ROSEN
COMM CENTER OF CLARKSBURG w, MORGAN
VALIDATION
NASA HQ	 T. McGUNIGAL
H. FoSOUE
MSFC	 T. CAREY
DR. J. LAYLAND
	
F-4
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Communications _ Activities Projection
i+	 Space Station Era 	 • e o
Major Elements
	
83	 84	 85	 86
i
87	 88 ! 89	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95	 96	 97	 98	 99	 00
Telecommunications
	 INTELSAT V, SBS, ANIEC r 	
—Coml Dev(Predicted Growth	 INTELSAT VI
' Factor of 7 to 40)
' Experimental
t I	 — Geostationary Platform —
R&D Facility
Multibeam /Multiaccess/Antenna Tech
Dev Platform Assy/Servicing
I —Support Coml Activities
I	 — Onorbit, Assy/Align/Test
— OTV to Geosync
— Opnl Servicing
i Direct Broadcast TV STC Coml Dev
Support  Coml Activities
Deep Space Relay [	 ODSRS
Antenna i Provide Opnl Support
l^ E
' Search & Rescue	 NOAA - E F	 G	 • e •	 International Co-Op Sys
I	 Provide Monitor Platform 	 000
'	 -	 — F-5
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Consolidated Communications Requirements
PROVIDE R & D FACILITIES
- ANTENNA PERFORMANCE TESTING
•- CLUSTERED ANYENNA PLATFORMS
- MULTIBEAM/MULTIACCESS TECHNOLOGY
- INTEGRATED PLATFORM BUILDUP & SERVICING TECHNOLOGY
PROVIDE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (COMMERCIAL & GOVERNMENT)
- ONORBIT ASSEMBLY, CHECKOUT, OTV MATING
i 
- OTV DEPLOYMENT TO GEOSYNC
R A
GEOSYNC PLATFORM BUILDUP & SERVICING
F-6
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ANTENNA TEST FACILITY
— 2 KW POWER
— POINTING-1 ARC MIN
-- ONORBIT ASSEMBLY
s ►
2f
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SUPPORT FACILITIES (GEOSYNC)
— RETRIEVABLE OTV
— SATELLITE SERVICING/RETRIEVAL
— PLATFORM ASSEMBLY
F-7
User Missions -- Life Sciences
MAJOR ELEMENTS
	
OBJECTIVES
0 VESTIBULAR, NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 0	 UNDERSTAND COMPLEX PHYSIOLOGICAL
0 CARDIOVASCULAR, CARDIOPULMONARY RESPONSES TO THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
7
0 ELECTROLYTES, FLUID IMBALANCES r IDENTIFY POTENTIAL HAZARDS TO
HEALTH AND COMFORT OF THE CREW
0 HEMATOLOGY, IMMUNOLOGY
DEVELOP COUNTERMEASURES
0 MUSCULOSKELETAL
0	 ESTABLISH AN INTEGRATED MULTI-
0 NUTRITION, METABOLISM DISCIPLINARY LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
' ® EMBRYOLOGY, DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM
3 PHYSIOLOGY - MULTIPLE PLANT AND ANIMAL SPECIES
r• ® RADIATION BIOLOGY - COORDINATED TEAM APPROACH
t
0 BIOENGINEERING - INFLIGHT FLEXIBILITY
0 BOTANY
+ 0 MEDICAL OPERATIONS
0 BEHAVIOR/PSYCHOLOGY
q{i
f
F_g
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Life Sciences contact Plan
CONTACTS MADE	 A
ORGANIZATION INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATION INDIVIDUAL
UCSF C. ARNAUD* MATSCO/JSC M. BUDERER
' B. HAVERLIN G. SALINAS
B. CANN* MATSCO/ARC C. DANT
VCH G. MUSGRAVE* MATSCO/DASH R. HOFFMAN
UT, HOUSTON J. DUKE UL GALVESTON M. CORREIA
RICE ONIV H. WARD* BROOKS AFB C. ALEXANDER
BAYL.OR UNIV C, DUNN * HNIV OF PENN P. STEIN
j	 SASA/JSC M. RESCHKE * USA-MRICD C. PASCUZZO
i C. LEACH* OREGON MED SCH L. GRONKE
ij	 NASA/ARC N. DAUNTON CORNELL HNIV J. FRENCH
i L. KRAFT CU, DENVER J. LEVINSON
cj
VALIDATION
KEY INVESTIGATOR REVIEWS*
USRA - R. JOHNSTON, C. ALEXANDER
8
F-9
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Life Sciences Contact Plan 	 (Cond)
CONTACTS PLANNED
ORGANIZATION INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATION INDIVIDUAL.
TULANE K. BRIZEE NIN D. WHEDON
MIT L. YOUNG KSC B. KNOTT
C. OMAN UT, HOUSTON H. SCHELD*
DEFENSE RES ESTAB, BROOKS AFB W. WOLFE
CANADA K. MONEY D. JONES
'3AN JOSE ST UNIV R. FOX J. PICKERING
WRIGHT ST UNIV G. CRAMPTON G. WEST
J. LU COT D. SPOOR
NASA/ARC B. MEHLER HARVARD M. MOORE-EDE
UNIV OF PENN A. BROWN NASA/ARC R. MAH
ST UNIV OF NY A. KRIKORIAN UC, BERKELEY N. PACE*
UC,	 RIVERSIDE C. FULLER NAVAL AEROSPACE GEUDRY
EMORY UNIV V. POPOVIC * RESEARCH CENTER
UNIV OF LOUISVILLE X. MUSACCHIA* BAYLOR A. LEBLANC
i
a,}
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VALIDATION
KEY INVESTIGATOR REVIEWS*
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USRA ` R. JOHNSTON, C. ALEXANDER
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Life Sciences - Activities Projection:.r
,0	
-Space Station Era	 *so
99R0 82 84 86 88 89 g0 92 94 96 98 2000 02 04 06 08
5i ittleSL7 aSU
D1
Q
SL4 Q
SL10
10C
-- Space Sickness
— Orthostatic Intol immediate Health -Threatening
— Radiation Problems in Humans and Basic
— Immunological Research Issues
Suppression
— RBC Changes
— Fluid/Electrolytes
— Countermeasures
FOC
— Musculosketetal
— Bane Demineraliza- Basic Physiological Responses
Lion to Long-Duration Space Environ-
- Vestibular Function ment Exposure
— Nutrition Metabol
— Plant Dev
Physiology
— Fluids/Electrolyte
Imbalances
Advanced
— Embryology Basic Research Questions Requiring
— Plant & Animal Dev Complex or Continuous Manned
— Mutagenicity Operations or Long-Lead Technology
— Radiation Biology F-1 'i
f!I:
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Consolidated Life Sciences Requirements
INITIAL OPERATIONAL
	
BASIC FIRST AID AND BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AREA INCLRPO
CAPABILITY
	
INTO HABITABILITY AREA/MODULE
-- CLINICAL, DIAGNOSTIC
	
- EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
INSTRUMENTATION	 - GAS ANALYZER
- PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING 	 - STORAGE AND POWER
DEVICES	 FOR CARRY-ON EXPTS,
- FIRST AID AND TRAUMA	 - REFRIGERATED STORAGE
TREATMENT FACILITY	 - BLOOD COLLECTION KIT
- RECOMPRESSION CAPABILITY	 - URINE MONITORING
- MINICENTRIFUGE	 SYSTEM
FULL OPERATIONAL	 AREA/MODULE DESIGNED TO SUPPORT RESEARCH
i	 CAPABILITY	 -- ANIMAL HOLDING FACILITIES
- WORK STATIONS (BIOCHEMICAL AND SURGICAL)
- STRICTLY CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
J.	
- INSTRUMENTED PRIMATE FACILITY
t^F
	
	
- VESTIBULAR INSTRUMENTATION
- ANIMAL CENTRIFUGE
i	 - PLANT FACILITIES
ADVANCED OPERATIONAL	 MODULE(S) DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
?	 CAPABILITY	 - CONTINUOUS MANNED INTERACTION
-- COMPLEX EXPT. PROCEDURES AND HARDWARE	 F-12
i
- INFLIGHT EXPT. FLEXIBILITY 	 -kill
-- LONG-TERM ANIMAL & PLANT
FACILITIES
-.
Life Sciences - Critical Integration Parameter
PARAMETERS	 - EQU IPMENT SIZING (STOWED & DEPLOYED)
- POWER
- CONSUMMABLES
- WEIGHT
INITIAL OPERATIONAL - FIRST AID AND BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AREA
CAPABILITY	 ® RECOMPRESSION FACILITY
i EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
® DYNAMIC IMAGING DEVICES
• REFRIGERATORS
0 SURGICAL TABLE
FULL OPERATIONAL 	 -- LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH MODULE
CAPABILITY 0 VESTIBULAR INSTRUMENTATION (SLED, ROTATORS, VERTIFUGE)
• ANIMAL CENTRIFUGE (3,7M DIAMETER)
T1^ • ISOLATABLE ANIMAL & HUMAN RESEARCH AREAS
i LARGE PRIMATE FACILITY
S f^
0 ISOLATED INFIRMARY (QUARANTINE)
! ADVANCED OPERATIONAL -	 9 MULTIPLE RESEARCH MODULES
CAPABILITY i LONG-TERM ANIMAL & PLANT FACILITIES
i
r^
1	 ;M.
E
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3	 Materials Processing
S
i
a
MAJOR ELEMENTS	 OBJECTIVES
0 CRYSTAL GROWTH
0 METAL & ALLOYS SOLIDFICATION
® CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING
• CONTROL GROWTH INTERFACES TO ELIMINATE
INHOMOGENEITIES AND DEFECTS
• ELIMINATE INFLUENCE OF CONVECTION,
SEDIMENTATION, AND DENSITY
DIFFERENCES DURING SOLIDIFICATION
ELIMINATE PHYSICAL CONTACT WITH
SPECIMEN DURING PROCESSING
® FLUIDS & CHEMICAL PROCESSING
	
ISOLATE NONGRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
0 BIOMEDICAL
	
• IMPROVE SEPARATION OF CELLS AND
- ELECTROPHORESIS
	
PROTEINS
- ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING
- BLOOD RHEOLOGY
	
• STUDY BLOOD PROPERTIES
F-14
Materials Processing Contact Flan
COMPLETED
	
PLANNED
i4
r:
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VALIDATION
USRA
MSFC
JSC
R. SNYDER
K. DEMEL
JPL
MSFC
LEHIGH UNIV
LARC
LERC
BASD
JSC
MARTIN MARIETTA LABS
T. WANG
D, ELLEMAN
D, KERRISK
W. ADAMS
J. WILLIAMS
H. ATKINS
R. SNYDER
J. HORTON
DR. MACAULLY
J, SINGH
D. STALNAKER
L. GREENWOOD
K. DEMEL
J. CHEN
MSFC
GTI
MRA
LARC
AERC
MIT
PRINCETON
GSFC
FAIRCHILD
VARIOUS PERSONNEL
COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
TD MISSIONS
MOL WAKE SHIELD
COMB. RESEARCH
MATL LAB
COMB, RESEARCH
TD MISSIONS
COMMERCIAL
4
z
1 ^t
Crystal Growth
Metals & Alloys
Containerless
Processing
Fluids & Chemicals
Proce.ises
Biomedical
Materials Processing - Activities Projection
Space Station Era
	
o e •
Major Elements
	
1 831 84 1 85 1 86 1 87 1 88 1 89 90 99 92 1 93 1 94 ) 95 1 96 1 97 l 98 1 99 100
10C	 FOC
;search	 Developmental &
vel	 Feasibility Demo levelpability	
• • •
^—	 • e •
Opnl Support to On-Station &
Free-Flyers (Res, Dev, Coml)
••s
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
F-1B
c®nscii awa atcriais Processing mequircrnc .L -
IN	 SUPPORT RESEARCH-LEVEL ACTIVITIES
- ACCOMMODATE DISCIPLINE-WIDE RANGE OF TECHNOLOGIES
-- SYSTEMS TO BE SIZED FOR RESEARCH
- HIGH DEGREE OF FLEXIBILITY
- PROVISION OF ULTRAHIGH VACUUM
- EXTENDED DURATION EXPERIMENTS
- ACCOMMODATE: BOTH ONSTATION AND FREE-FLYING SYSTEMS
- ACCOMMODATE COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
FUC	 SUPPORT DEVELOPMENTAL & OPERATIONAL LEVEL ACTIVITIES
- SYSTEMS SIZED TO DEMONSTRATE PRODUCTION FEASIBILITY
- CAPABILITY GROWTH IN RESPONSE TO DEVELOPMENTS
- ACCOMMODATE PROTOTYPE COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
GENERAL	 OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TO FREE-FLYER COMMERCIAL MATERIALS
}	 PROCESSING SATELLITES AS REQUIRED
i F-17
A w
MIT 7,.:
Materials Processing critical Integrate ®n
 Parameters
e EXTERNAL INFLUENCES
GRAVITY; 10-4 TO 10-5 ALL
MOTIm ZERO ROTATION (LIQUID PHASE PROCESSING)
® DURATION -- UP TO 30 DAYS (BATCH PROCESS TIME)
POWER - UP TO 25 KW (CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING)
® ENERGY - 100 KWH (TYPICAL ZONE REFINING PROCESS)
9 ORBIT ALTITUDE/INCLINATION - ANY
0 PERIODIC SYSTEM RECOVERY/RESUPPLY
0 OPERATOR INTERVENTION/CONTROL
F-18
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EApproach To Developing^n
	 ace Processing Users
9 BASED ON REVIEW OF PAST SURVEYS AND ANALYSES
BUILDS ON MSFC CONTACTS AND EFFORTS
- BENEFITS FROM EDUCATION AND LATER THINKING
- SELECT BEST CANDIDATES (10% TO 20%)
- CONTACT SAME PEOPLE IN SELECTED COMPANIES
9 TWO-MAN TEAM FOR RECONTACT
- SPACE STATION TEAM MEMBER
- PRODUCT-KNOWLEDGEABLE SPECIALIST
® INTRODUCTORY BRIEFING BY SPACE: STATION MEMBER
- FUTURE POSSIBILITIES NEEDED., NOT IMMEDIATE PROJECTS
- COMPANY FUNDING AND PROPRIETARY DATA ARE NOT ISSUES
- IMPORTANT TO MEET FUTURE FOREIGN COMPETITION
- COMPANY CAN HELP DIRECT RELATED NASA RESEARCH
® DISCUSSION LED BY PRODUCT-KNOWLEDGEABLE SPECIALIST
- ASSURES TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
- STRESSES "WHAT 1F" AND STIMULATE IDEAS
- HELP OBTAIN VALUE ESTIMATES
F-19
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Space Station and U ser
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ISS And User RequirementsSam
OBJECTIVE:	 DERIVE SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS BASED ON USER NEEDS
f: TASKS:	 0 DEVELOP COMPOSITE MISSION MODEL
' ® EVALUATE STS/SPACE STATION/IFF RELATIONSHIPS
0 DEVELOP INTEGRATED USER REQUIREMENTS AND ESTABLISH A SPACE STATION
MISSION MODEL
p 0 DEVELOP USER ACCOMMODATIONS REQUIREMENTS
Q EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE MISSION APPROACHES AND REQUIREMENTS
0 PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION/TRACEABILITY
K§
Ii
!	 5'
G--4
Kloft®rr posi a laser Mission Model
PURPOSE, DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED MISSION MODEL TO REFLECT THE USER COMMUNITY
REQUIREMENTS
6 SCIENCE
APPLICATIONS
Q COMMERCIAL
0 SPACE OPERATIONS
s U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY
i^
I^
1	 f•
APPROACH:
INPUTS
EXISTING PUBLISHED
MISSION MODEL DATA
NASA MODELS
BATTELLE MODELS
NASA TECHNOLOGY
MODEL
OTHER (AIAA tt
CONTRACTORSI
DOD MODEL
ANALYSIS
DEVELOP INITIAL MODEL
	
UPDATE
s ELIMINATE DUPLICATION
	 BASED
o FORMAT
	
ON
0 CATEGORIZE	
USE R CONTACTS
0 OBJECTIVES
Q ESTABLISH SCHEDULE	 ® TIME PHASING
OUTPUTS
0 MISSION
MODEL
® DOD
ANNEX
G-5
_11
I
-E
QTY
3
5
3
5
1
4
5
11
4
6
3
3
U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY
D-1 EXISTING PROGRAMS
D-2 NEW PROGRAMS
D-3	 SPACE STATION SPECIFIC
APPLICATIONS
QTY SPACE OPERATIONS
18 0-1 SATELLITE SERVICING
49 0-2 ASSEMBLY OF SPACE STRUCTURES
4 0-3 FLUID TRANSFER/STORAGE
37 0-4 OPERATING PLATFORM
15 0-5 LAUNCH TRANSFER
13 0-6 PROPULSION
2 0-7 SPACECRAFT CONTROL
0-8 DATA MANAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
16 0-9 ELECTRICAL
3 0-10 CREW SYSTEMS
0-11 THERMAL CONTROL
0-12 OTHER
1
59
3
2
Program Classes And Categories
SCI
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
ENCE
PLANETARY OBSERVATION
EARTH OBSERVATION
SPACE PHYSICS
ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS
LIFE/BIO/MEDICAL SCIENCES
OTHER
COMMERCIAL
C-1 SPACE PROCESSING
C-2	 COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
C-3 OTHER
t.
APPLICATIONS
A-1 MATERIALS PROCESSING
A-2 OTHER
TOTAL 290
G-6
G-7
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STS/SSAIFF Relationship
PURPOSE. ESTABLISH THE RELATIONSHIP OF USER MISSIONS TO THE STS/SS/IFF BY
DETERMINING WHICH SYSTEM BEST SATISFIES THE USER OBJECTIVES AND
REQUIREMENTS
EVALUATION
USER OBJECTIVES AND OPERATIONS
OUTPUTSREQUIREMENTS
9 MISSION PLACEMENT MISSION MODEL
e DURATION APPENDIX
® ENHANCEMENT GROUPING OF
- SERVICING MiISSIONS:
- MANNED ATTENDANCE ® BEST SATISFIED
BY SS0 SCHEDUI F S5
VS ^® BEST SATISFIED
BY STS 16
STSISS/IFF CAPABILITIES TO BEST
SATISFY REQUIREMENTS ® BEST SATISFIED
® DEVELOP SS OPERATIONS RELATED BY STS/SS 1S9
SCENARIOS 9 RELATIONSHIP
0 IDENTIFY SS FUNCTIONAL TO IFF
OBJECTIVE
(SERVICE, RETRIEVAL)
	 F11 •	 - ^ . I	 F,
APPROACH:
INPUTS
USER COMMUNITY CATEGORIES
- TIME-PHASED OBJECTIVES
- OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
COMPOSITE MISSION MODEL
3 :,
INPUTS
a
^Y
s^:a
Z '^
USER COMMUNITY
OBJECTIVES AND
REQUIREMENTS
UPDATED DISCIPLINE
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
- COMPOSITE MISSION
MODEL
W7- ,	 _. ..... _..	 f
Integrated User Requirements
so
PURPOSE: ESTABLISH TIME PHASED SYSTEM AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS BASED C
USER DISCIPLINE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND NEEDS
EVALUATION
0 ESTABLISH OPERATIONAL CONCEPT
FOR DISCIPLINE MISSIONS
— SS RELATIONSHIPS
— GROUND RULES
- SPECIAL SERVICE NEED
-- SPECIAL SUPPORT AND I/ES
— ESTABLISH ORBITAL PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
o DEVELOP IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIOS
— DISCIPLINE PROGRAM (TIME PHASED)
- MISSION
o EVALUATE ALTERNATE MISSION
APPROACHES
0 VALIDATE CONCEPTS
— VIA INITIAL DISCIPLINE CONTACTS
OUTPUTS
• INTEGRATED USER
REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT
0 SS MISSION
MODEL
G-9
'	 I
- INPUTS	 -
COMPOSITE MISSION MODE
INTEGRATED USER
REQUIREMENTS
SS MISSION MODEL
r^
i
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User Accommodation Requirements
PURPOSE; ESTABLISH THE FACILITY, SYSTEM, AND OPERATIONAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THE SPACE STATION TIME PHASED USER REQUIREMENTS
APPROACH;
EVALUATION
@ ESTABLISH BASIC SS REQUIREMENTS
0 PERFORM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
— POTENTIAL SS FUNCTIONS
-- SPECIFIC, USER REQUIREMENTS
0 IDENTIFY ACCOMMODATIONS
a TIME PHASED ACCOMMODATIONS
OUTPUTS
• ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT
- BASIC SS
REQUIREMENTS
-- TIME PHASED
USER
REQUIREMENTS
G-10
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SS User Support Functions
Free Flyer
SERVICING
SS Hard Mounted
i^
INSTRUMENT
CHANGEOUT
ALTERNATIVES
Free Flyer
® Platform
Satellite
Separation
Delivery	 Transfer
Attached
Remote
Control
lVA	 EVA
OPERATIONS
DELIVERY /RETRIEVAL
Capture
Retrieval
N^1^
1A	
11 11 1
G-1 I
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Potential Missions
SERVICING	 135
LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
	 20
PAYLOADIOTV ASSEMBLY	 159
DELIVERY	 139
RETRIEVAL	 16
INSTRUMENT CHANGEOUT	 85
^ ► 	 STS PECULIAR
	 16
i
G-12
System Func
Check for
PL-TMS-OTV
— Check Uut
Equipment
Deploy
PL-TMS-OTV
Assy from SS 
^
— SS RMS
— TMS Control
Console
TMS Maneuver OTV/
PL to Standoff
Launch Position
L  LV
Console
OTV Operations
Orbiter Remove
Dock to OTV from
SS Bay
— Universal — SS RMS
Docking
System
— Commodity
Support
TMS Operations
Transfer TMS TMS Mounted
to Mating to Mating
Site Fixture
— SS RMS — SS RMS
— TMS — SS Mating
PL
li II I
 OTV
A
TMS
®a
a
So-
;, ^-
90
C I 
al
— SS RMS
— Alignment
Equipment
Mate OTV
to TMS
t
r`
Functional Analysis-Assembly P/L Ta OTV
PL Operations
Orbiter Remove Berth PL -transfer PL
Dock to PL from at Storage to Mating Mate PL toMate PL1SS Bay Site Site
— Universal — SS RMS — SS RMS — SS RMS — SS RMS
Docking — Operation — Operation — Alignment
System Console Console Equipment
— Commodity -- Berthing
Support System
Groundrules	 Support Rqmts
— TMS	 --- Universal Docking Sys — Checkout Equipment — Manned Support 	 — SS Mating Fixture
— OTV	 — Berthing Sys for:	 — Alignment Equipment —Commodity Support
— PL — TMS — OTV — Operation Console	 — Repl Parts for TMS & OTV
— 
TMS Control Console — SS RMS 	 G-13
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0 ORBIT
SELECTION
PARAMETRIC
DATA
OUTPUT
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Orbit Selection Analysis
PURPOSE, DEFINE OPTIMUM ORBIT LOCATION FOR SPACE STATION TO
SUPPORT USER NEEDS
0 IDENTIFY VIABLE APPROACHES FOR REQUIREMENT, COST, AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS
® ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
APPROACH:
!mini vrro
0
INPUTS
NASA DATA
— JSC MISSION STUDIES
- STS DATA
- ATMOSPHERIC DATA
STUDY DATA
- MISSION MODELS
- USER DATA
-- REQUIREMENTS
® OPTIMUM Ai_TITUDE
— 
STS PERFORMANCE
— DRAG MAKEUP
0 OPTIMUM INCLINATION
- STS PERFORMANCE
- OTV SIZE & COST
- TMS SIZE. & COST
G -14
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SS Orbit--Pre liminary Selecti®n
i
280
ACTIVITY
A DURATION
260
ON EXAMPLE
- 19220 sQ FT
- 230 sEc
- 2.4
180
100
0
	
100	 2DO	 300	 400	 500	 600	 700
PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT QB/DAY)
DIRECT	 REF: JSC DATA - SEPT 82
EO	 INSERTION	 UPDATED 10/19/82
0 
60	
100 "141
150	 PROBABLE MAX. SPACE
'200 --- STATION ASSEMBLY CARGO WT
~	 --- - -- CURRENT ABORT	 '250
? 	------- LANDING WT LIMIT	 '300	 O 1000 NMI
a 0 200
20	 O 250	 OMS K] TS
^'	 O 300 !M
N	 I4-	 ETR i= ---•---	 - WTR —I -
Altitude - 250 nmi A
— Above Low-Alt Traffic
— Stationlceeping Prop, Low — 46 , / Day
— 47 -63 Iclb - ETR STS Insertion
— 55 Id  Max Est SS Cargo Wt
— ETR Current Abort Limit -," Iclb
^
Q
r^C
Fclin Range 28.50 to
— Desirable ETR PL Range vs 20 to 30
Idb for WTR
— inclin within Range of Wide Mission
Spectrum
z
W 240
F-
220
0
4
200
aa
0	
100	 110
	 G-15
ORBIT INCLINATION (DEG)
II
Examit
)0n
50
to
s
a 5a
1
U.5
0 2	 G	 6	 8	 10
T ^°+ Orbit
Space Station
Orbit
ine Launch Window Consideration s
'S vs Space Station Launches)
G-16
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Evaluate OTV Performance Requirements
Fina lOrbit
	
^.^+^VZ
	
InvestigateOrbit
^i	 Initial	 ManeuverOrbit
/	 Strategies
!	 ti
f	 1I	 r
!	 (e.g., 570 Orbit to High
Polar vs to GEO)
Group Missions by Orbital Performance Rqmt
— Near Altitude and Plane
— Intermediate Energy
-- High-Energy Missions
EQuIVALfNT Fixes PAYLOO nV RFauiaaneut (1000 FPS)
i^	 n
Summary Status
0 COMPOSITE MISSION MODEL INITIAL ISSUE RELEASED
- UPDATE AS REQUIRED BY USER DATA
- 290 MISSIONS IDENTIFIED
® STS/SS/IFF RELATIONSHIPS
9 INTEGRATED USER REQUIREMENTS
INITIAL EVALUATION 43% COMPLETE
UNDERWAY
a ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS
0 ORBIT SELECTION ANALYSIS
® REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY
INITIAL DOCUMENT RELEASED
- BASIC SS REQUIREMENTS
- POTENTIAL SS USER SUPPORT FUNCTIONS EVALUATED
-- REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFIED
UPDATE TO USER SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
PRELIMINARY ORBIT SELECTION PARAMETRIC DATA--
IN PROCESS
MAINTAINED BY CODE TO ORIGINAL COMPOSITE
MISSION MODEL MISSIONS
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ulo"'I bjective and Scope
OBJECTIVE j
® TO IDENTIFY BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED BY OR FROM
USER MISSIONS FOR THE VARIOUS MISSION ALTERNATIVES.
SCOPE
® ANALYZE ALL MISSION CATEGORIES & DISCIPLINES
'	 a DETERMINE SS/STS/IFF RELATIVE BENEFITS
— ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
t'	 — SOCIAL
z
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ssrnptions, Constraints, and Considerations
LM
SUPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS I
0 SPACE STATION FACILITY
— PERMANENTLY MANNED
STS SUPPORTED
i TIME PERIOD OF INTEREST
- 1985 TO 2000
CONSIDERATIONS
Vi
a
6
d
0	 SORTIE SUPPORT 0 COMM & DATA HANDLING
0	 STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY 0 STERILIZATION
0	 SATELLITE DELIVERYIRETRIEVAL a LAB/TEST FACILITY
0	 SATELLITE SERVICING ® TETHERED SATELLITES
0	 OPERATIONS CONTROL ® LOD ENHANCEMENT
0	 SUPPLY STORAGE/REPAIR ® SAFETY
H-5
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PROGRAM OPTION A-1
"ACCRUED BENEFITS
\\ SUMMARY "
-- TIME PHASED
Approach
SPACE
STATION
CAPABILITIES
PROGRAM OPTIONS
A-1	 B-1
A-2
	
B-2
A-3	 B-3
A-4
	
C-1
FUNCTIONS
USER
MISSIONS
ANALYZE & ASSES
BENEFITS
- ECONOMIC
- PERFORMANCE
\- SOCIAL
t^
COST/BENEFIT
ANALYSIS
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Earth Observation Accrued Benefits
SPACE STATION UNIQUE
	 SPACE STATION FAVORED
SPACE STATION/STS OR IFF EC.UIVALENT SPACE STATION UNFAVORABLE
i
r^
E
a TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY (E,P,S)
a REDUCED SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (E,S)
0 MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT CORRELATION
(E,P,S)
0 TETHERED SATELLITE LOD (E,P,S)
0 ON—ORBIT STORAGE OF SPACE/
REPLACEMENTS PARTS (E,P)
0 ON—ORBIT STORAGE OF REQUIRED FLUIDS
(E, P)
0 LONG TERM MANNED PRESENCE (S)
0 MANNED LABORABORIES (E,P,S)
0 SAT/EXPMT CHECK—OUT (E,P,S)
0 SERVICING (E,P)
— REPAIR
— RESUPPLY
— INSTR AUBSYSTEM CHANGEOUT
0 REDUCED SUBSYSTEM REOMTS FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE (E,S)
0 QUICK— LOOK DATA ANALYSIS FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE (E,P,S)
s^
® LONG TERM SENSOR OBSERVATIONS
(E,P,S)
0 SENSOR DATA ACQUISITION (E,P,S)
0 QUICK-LOOK DATA ANALYSIS (E,P)
0 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION (E,P)
0 INSTRUMENT ALIGNMENT (E,P)
0 LEO RETRIEVAL (P,S)
0 LEO DELIVERY (P)
0 MANNED ADAPTIVE EXPMT/OPNS. CONTROL
0 LONG TERM MANNED OPERATIONS
(PER INDEPENDENT MISSION)
H-9
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Mission Requirements Summary
USER MISSIONS
i^
1 '^
tl
1.
- CATEGORIES IDENTIFIED (27)
- CONTACT PLAN COMPLETED (60%)
-- USER MISSION CONCEPTS PREPARED (40+)
- 20-YR PLANS BASELINED
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
COMPOSITE MISSION MODEL BASELINED (290)
- USER ACCOMMODATION DOCUMENT DRAFTED
- INITIAL SS/STS/IFF MISSION RELATIONSHIPS ESTABLISHED
- ALTERNATE MISSION PARAMETRICS
ACCRUED BENEFITS
BENEFITS & ACTIVITIES BASELINED (15%)
H-10
SUBJECT SPEAKER
Agenda
INTRODUCTION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MISSION REQUIREMENTS
-- USER MISSION REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
- ASTRONOMY/SPACE PHYSICS/PLANETARY
- SOLAR PHYSICS/EARTH OBSERVATIONS
- COMM./LIFE SCI./MILS PROC./COMMERCIAL
- SPACE STATION AND USER REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
- ACCRUED BENEFITS
MISSION IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS
COST, SCHEDULE, AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS
DOD TASKS
ADJOURNMENT
R. B. DEMORET
S. R. SCHROCK
T. J. SULLIVAN
F. J. STEPUTIS
F.	 BART KO
S. M. POMPEA
W. D. NOBLES
G. E. STONE
T. J. SULLIVAN
T. J. RASSER
T. A. MOTTINGER
T.. K. SULMEISTERS
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Mam ission Implementation Concepts
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Tom Rasser
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Space Station Study Flow
From User Science	 Applications]	 Space Ops
	
National	 Foreign 
7A
Communities	 Security	 User*
	
Time-Phased Objectives	 *Integrated1982	 20p0	 by NASA R
User Rgmts	 —Service	 E
Validation	
— Assembly/ 	 QBenefits	
— USRA	 Consolidated Discipline Rgmts ..---► Operational Requirements 	 Construction	 U
— Scientist	
— Delivery/
	 I
— NASA	 STS/SSIIFF Analysis	 Technology Assessment 	 Retrieval	 R
— Bali	
— Etc	 E
— Infotech	 M
Social	 — Etc	 Mission	 User Mission Reqmts
	 E
Functional	 NSolar	 TAnalysis	 Astronomy	 Technology	 IterationAccommodations 	 Development	 S
Reqmts a Plan
— Large Structure Assy
	
T
	
Integrated User
	 Thermal Control 	 R-.--
— Economic	 petalled	 Mission Reqmts	 _ gttitud l Control	 A
Reqmts Definition	 SS Mission Model	 — Etc	 C
E
A
i	 Space Station	 BProgram Options	 Support Reqmts	 I
— Performance	 — Single Station	 — Low Early Cost	 L
— Multiple Stations -- Etc
	 I
T
Arch. Option to Support Pro ram - Options	 Y
Cost, Schedule &
Benefits Analysis
E ement Definiiio'n & Characteristics
1-2
Recommeri Space Station 	 Initial /^	 Growth	 Itimate
Archie^ctiiral'Cnnreoi/Attrji tes	 Catiahility	 Increments	 /CAna{ii€ity
O 0
A
C
i
Viable
Program = Architectural
Options	 Concept
nalysis
Implementation Concepts Flow Diagram
System Attributes
Program Options	 and Characteristics 	 Evolution flan
Mission
Requirements
Inputs:
Integrated
User Missions
DefineBenefits Candidate
Program
Accommodation Options
Needs :..:..
Recommended
Evolution
Plan
O
.3
C^
o^ 6^
r,
Feasibility
Analysis
— User Rqmts
— Costs
— Schedules
Programmatics
Task ---a--
Space Station
Characteristics
— Capabilities
— Crew
— Payloads
— STS Support
--- Initial
Capability
— Ultimate(2000)
Capability
— Growth
Increments
Continuing
Support
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DEFINITION - TOP LEVEL PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING AND EVOLVING SPACE STATION
CAPABILITIES BASED ON USER REQUIREMENTS. DEFINES:
0 MAJOR SPACE STATION CAPABILITY MILESTONES
A REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
9 STS AND ELV SUPPORT
APPLICATION - 0 INITIAL STEP IN DERIVING ARCHITECTURAL OPTIONS
® BASIS FOR EVOLUTION PLAN
s ALLOWS ITERATION BETWEEN REQUIREMENTS/ARCHITECTURE/
PROGRAMMATICS
s ANSWERS:
- WHAT CAPABILITIES ARE NEEDED?
- WHERE ARE THEY MOST BENEFICIAL?
- WHEN IMPLEMENTED?
- WHAT IS COST?
1-4
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Candidate Program Options
CATEGORY A	 - SINGLE MANNED SPACE STATION PLUS UNMANNED PLATFORMS
A-1 - 230 STATION, EARLY OTV
A-2 -- 280 STATION, LEO SUPPORT
A-3 - 500 - 570 STATION
A-4 - 900 STATION
CATEGORY B	 - TWO MANNED SPACE STATIONS PLUS UNMANNED PLATFORMS
B-1 - INITIAL STATION AT 280
B-2 - INITIAL STATION AT 900
B-3 - S,.	 ;_: DERIVED VEHICLE
CATEGORY C	 - SPECIAL EMPHASIS
C-1 - LOW FRONT END COST
1-5
i
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DOD(D Commercial240 r	 ^—
12GEON 180
C0 `GEO
..—.."'.,—"900 - Sun Sync
120
N p
O 8
N
4
13
60
0
88 90 92 94 96 98
Time, Years 88 90 92 94 96 98Time, Years
Applications
7U
Open
n '^
9
1
•'i
^	 c 7
yr,
* 30
10
N 50
.y
[ c•) Science
36
- Sun Sync
V7
20N
=0
.5°
0-700
4
0
88 90 92 94 96 98
Time, Years
290 User Missions -- o- 400-450 Flights
12
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Requirements	 i-- ^---
L-
L ^.
Manned
L_--^	 Station
l	 1
1
1	 11
1	 ^
j
!	 STS/ELV
j	 Support
Aomm
Program Option Format
LA
Time, Years
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/ < User Costs
STS Support
STS Support
Option A-1: 28.5'!-Early ®TV
DOD &
I	 GEO Commercial
I	 L ^OTV Retrievable<<STS/ELV/	 Launches
Science & Matl	 — Aerobralce
Processing	 — High Inclin PLs
Free Flyers
Servicing 28.5° 	 le, STS Service
Science	 — Robotics	 — Crew Increase
— System Bus — Cryo Supply	 — EVA/IVA — LSS Assembly
— Pointing	 --- Data Process
Platform (s)-28.50
Matl Processing 	 -- DOD Integration
-- Resupply	 — System Bus
— 14.aintenance
Platf°rm(s)-28.5° 
_3
— Low g
GEO Science & Coml 	 — Attached/Free Flyer
Planetary
OW-Retrievable
— GEO	 --- Hangar	 Scavenging
— 500 PLs — Prop Storage/Transfer
Early Payloads
Manned Station
— TMS/Prop Storage — Servicing (MMU)
— Crew 3- 1,',' 	 — DOD Integration
1989	 1991	 1993	 1995	 1997
Time, Years
< STS Support-28.5°/5D° & GEO
PPG STS Support PLs — 28.59
> STS Support —Station
=STS/ELV Support
2000
	 1-8
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Shu ttle-Derived Space Station
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I issl®n Implementation summary
0 USER REQUIREMENTS IMPLY NEED FOR A COMBINATION OF MANNED AND UNMANNED
SPACE STATION CAPABILITIES.
O PRELIMINARY RESULTS INDICATE THAT EARLY DEPLOYMENT OF MAN IN SPACE:
- IS MANDATORY FOR LONG TERM LIFE SCIF'JCES REQUIREMENTS.
- ENHANCES PERFORMANCE OF COMPLEX OPERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
USER SUPPORT.
- RESULTS IN ECONOMIC AND PERFORMANCE BENEFITS TO LARGE NUMBER
OF FREE-FLYER PAYLOADS.
8 SECOND MANNED SPACE STATION IS REQUIRED AT SOME FUTURE TIME TO MAXIMIZE
USER SUPPORT.
® BENEFITS DERIVED FROM MANNED SPACE STATION ARE GREATER FOR FREE-FLYING
PAYLOADS/PLATFORMS THAN FOR ONBOARD OR ATTACHED PAYLOADS.
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Cost, Schedule, and Benefits Analysis Ubjective
i-
® DEFINE THE ROM COSTS AND SCHEDULES FOR SPACE STATION OPTIONS.
o DEVELOP METHODS AND CONDUCT ANLAYSES TO DETERMINE ROM COSTS
AND BENEFITS OF EACH PROPOSED CAPABILITY INCREMENT.
0 COMPARE COSTS AND BENEFITS TO DETERMINE A COST-EFFECTIVE
EVOLUTION PLAN.
® EXPLORE THE EFFECT OF SCHEDULE VARIATION ON COSTS AND BENEFITS.
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Task Overview and Status
Program Options
— Capabilities
— No. Crew
— Size
— Weight
-- Ops Scenario
DefineDefine	 Explore
Element	 Program	 Schedule
Schedules	 Schedules	 Variations
Define	 Determine	 Recommend
ROM	 Cost	 Evolution
Costs
	
Effectiveness 	 Plan
Benefits
— Economic
<:> Quantify
Economic
Benefits	 Determine
Figure of
Merit
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Schedule Analysis Example
Element Schedules
FY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Habitat Module
— Technology Dev
— Design/Dev/Test/Eval
— Long-Lead Procurement
— Fab/Assembly 771
Program Schedules
Element FY 1 2 3	 1 4 5 6 7 8
Habitat Module
Logistic Module
Docking Module
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SPACE STATION ELEMENT
CHARACTERISTICS	 COST-ESTIMATE METHODS
Cost Estimate Approach
ROM COSTS
DDT&E
0 PRODUCTION
r 0&S
i DIMENSIONS
0 WEIGHT
0 PERFORMANCE
e No, CREW
® LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS
0 SHUTTLE RESUPPLY FLIGHTS
S ANALOGIES
-- SKYLAB
- SPACELAB
- SHUTTLE
0 PARAMETRIC
- CERs
- MODELS
0 PROJECT DATA
- STS USER CHARGES
-- MMU
-- TMS
- OTVs
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Space Station Element Costs
Habitat
Module
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Cost vs Capability Increment
S
$10,0001
ACQUISITION
COST
'	 (FY 1984
	
$1,000
+	 $ IN
`	 MILLIONS)
f 4'	 $100
CREW
$500M/	 IN WORK -
4-MAN	 COST VS DUMBER OF USERS:
MODULE
- DELIVERED
POWER	
- SERVICED
$75M/	
- RETRIEVED
25 KW	
`STORED
1	 I	 I	 I	 I
5	 10	 15	 20 25 No. CREW
25	 50 75 100 125 POWER, KW
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Potential
Economic
BenefitEconomic Benefit
Typical Spacecraft
Subsystem Breakdown 2
^l
Quantification of Economic Benefit Example
Payload Attached
— Delete Spacecraft Subsystems
LIDAR	 N/R $180M
— Weight	 CERs 1 	R	 $ 70M1835 lb	 Total $250M
Structure 9%
Propulsion 5%
G&C 9%
Comm 14%
Power 4%
Science 16%
Subtotal 57%
Management 5%
Systems 4%
Test 7%
(2/C-Ref 5%
Assembly 3%
GSE 9%
Launch/Flight Ops 10%
Subtotal 43%
Total 100%
41%x75% =31%
54% of
$250M = $135M
43% x 5411/6 = 23%
Note:
1, Martin Marietta cost -estimating relationships. 2. SAI spacecraft cost model.
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Select Program
Option with
Largest Ratio
Program Wt
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A-1
A-2
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Programs Option Decision Matrix Example
10
Rating
5
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Cost, Schedule And Benefits Analysis-Status
COMPLETE
— FIRST CUT AT ROM COSTS AND SCHEDULES FOR SPACE STATION ELEMENTS
— METHODS TO EVALUATE PROGRAM OPTIONS
EFFORT REMAINING
— REFINE RCM COSTS AND SCHEDULES
— QUANTIFY ECONOMIC BENEFITS
^j
	
— EXPLORE EFFECT OF SCHEDULE VARIATIONS
— SELECT A COST EFFECTIVE EVOLUTION PLAN
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